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Course evaluation
resource back on track
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Assoc. News Edi tor
In her campaign for president of the
Undergraduate Government of Boston College (UGBC), Nanci Fiore-Chettiar, A&S
’l5, pledged to transform the culture and the
perception of the organization, and more
fully embrace UGBC’s role as an advocacy
organization—looking externally, rather than
internally.
Following a year characterized at times by
internal conflict, administrative roadblocks,
and big constitutional changes for the organization, Fiore-Chettiar emerged with a record
indicating that she succeeded on much of
what she set out to do, although furtherprogress is still to be made in cementing UGBC’s
work in advocacy
The 2014-15 academic year saw with it a
series ofrallies, protests, sit-ins, sleep-ins,and
die-ins. These events have been a focal point
for University administration and UGBC
alike this year, and with them emerged questions of how the school should respond. This
was a distinct challenge for Fiore-Chettiar’s
administration.
Certain internal incidents also slowed
the progress of this year’s leadership. The
forced resignation of the executive vice
president, Chris Marchese, A&S 15, due to
a disciplinary conflict, and the absence of a
dean of students for the entire first semester,
tied up the executive council for much of the

after shutdown
By

Fiore-Chettiar and Marchese assumed
their roles as president and executive vice
president in the spring of2014, soon after the
passing of a constitutional revision splitting
UGBC off from its programming division
(later to become the Campus Activities
Board). The incoming student government
executives enter officewith the intent ofrefocusing the organization as an advocacy body,
reconnecting UGBC with its disinterested
undergraduate constituents, and reevaluating
the organization’s priorities.
“I think that we did a really great job of
making advocacy the sole driving force ofour
organization, and that’s inall aspects—everything from quality of student life, to issues of
diversity and inclusion,” Fiore-Chettiar said.
For Fiore-Chettiar and Marchese, the
shift away from an internalized organizational focus—one that had marked previous
administrations—was key to regaining touch
with the student body The two sought to address and advocate for the needs of students,
outlining in their campaign an extensive
timeline of policies and initiatives designed
to address a range of social issues and student

Students registering for classes earlier
this month encountered an untimely technical failure: the Professor Evaluation Profile
System(PEPs) was shut down for the entirety
of the registration process. The rating system,
launched over a decade ago by the Undergraduate Government of Boston College
(UGBC), was designed to give students both

Napoli, Mogan weigh in as
student guide revision passes
By Carolyn

Freeman

a quantitative and qualitative rating for each
professor. For courseregistrations for the fall
2015 semester, however, students could not
rely on PEPs.
“It was just hitting a lot ofissues, inconveniently I would say, at the time when everyone
was looking for course registration, but it’s
fully up and running now and I’ve been checking basically every other day and I haven’t
experienced any issues since, so it should be
good to go,” said Matthew Walsh, a UGBC
senator and A&S T6. Walsh is a member of
the Academic Affairs Committee, which is
responsible for overseeing PEPs.
PEPs categorizes professors based on
each class they have taught, and shows the
students’ opinions on how difficult the class
was, the amount of work to be expected, the
knowledge of the professor, and how interesting the class is. Each ranking is compared to
the average in the department. PEPs also allows students to submit their own qualitative
opinion of the class so that students who are
considering the professor will know what kind
of experience they are likely to have.
Walsh said that the biggest advantage of
PEPs over the University-administered evaluations that students fill out at the end of each
semester is the qualitativeaspect. The reason
the University doesn’t allow for written evaluations to be published on the Agora portal, he
said, is that they are worried about students
slandering professors—which is why there is
administrative oversight on the PEPs forms
before they are published.
Students can view the quantitativeportion
of the University course evaluations on the
portal, but Walsh said thatwhile it is a reliable
system, there are issues such as the inaccuracy
of the rating scales that make it less appealing
than PEPs.
PEPs was hitting issues around the time
of course registration because there were
technical issues moving the UGBC web system OrgSync to new servers—a transition all
BC websites are undergoing, Walsh said. He
added that therewill need be a greater level of
communication between the OfficeofStudent
Involvement (OSI), who oversees the updates,
and the server team, which is responsible for
the technical patches, if PEPs is to continue
to run smoothly.
“Right now, I’m just overseeing any bugs,
and my job is if I see anything I’ll contact Dr.
Miceli [associate director ofStudent Engagement in OSI] who will then contact the server
team to fully update PEPs,” Walsh said.

News Editor

Advocates

offree speechpolicy change on campus are likely to see some tangible modifications to the Student Guide next year, although
the final reforms may strike those familiar with
the initial Free Speech and ExpressionPolicy as significantly
scaled downand modified. On Sunday evening, the Student
Assembly of the Undergraduate Government of Boston
College (UGBC) voted to pass a rewritten version of the
policy, which includes several revisions to the Student
Guide with the aim of expanding student rights.

See Student Guide, A3

fall semester.

With the transfer of leadership from
Fiore-Chettiar and executive vice president
Connor Bourff, A&S 15, to the incoming
administration of Thomas Napoli, A&S 16,
and Olivia Hussey, A&S 17, the question of
this year’s legacy looms as UGBC’s efforts for
the spring wind down.

DANIELLA FASCIANO

/
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More than desserts, a dining experience
By Magdalen Sullivan

Heights Editor

seca is bringing to Boston College Dining
Services as the new executive pastry chef.

The banana bread didn’t rise properly
the first time—but by the third attempt, the
chocolate chips were evenly dispersed, with
a thin crust on all edges and a taste reminiscent of home.
Now, chocolatechip banana bread—soon
to be introduced to The Chocolate Bar—is
one of the many new recipes Timothy Fon-

“ eyond the desserts and treats, I am
B
also very interested in the overall dining
experience for BC students, staff, and guests,”
Fonseca said. “Something as simple as the
bread we use for sandwiches, while not a
bakery-produced item, I may be able to influence a change to raise the bar.”
He sliced the fresh banana loaf on the
pristine butcher block in BC’s bakery, located

behind Eagles’ Nest. At 2:30 p.m., thekitchen
embodied a calm, clean stillness. All the action that tookplace that morning—whether it
was baking over 3,000 cookies for thousands
of students or 12 specialty desserts for a VIP
event—could
not be detected by the cleared
countertops and neatly-placed pans that
lined the walls.
At 17 years old, Fonseca joined the staff

See Fonseca, AlO

experiences.
“Our very first order of business was to

make it veryclear to UGBC that we were not
going to spend a year looking internally, we

See UGBC, AlO

Gus Merrell

Asst. News Editor
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The job as the new executive pastry chef for BC Dining is a change of pace for Timothy Fonseca, who has spent his career in the hotel industry.
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Stephen Smith cancels Monday
Stephen
A. Smith, who was scheduled
to speak in Robsham Theater
on Monday, has postponed his
appearance. The television host
broadcasted the San Antonio
playoff basketball game Sunday
night, and thus could not fly into
Boston in time.
The organization hosting
Smith, Share Your Sport, still
plans to bring him back to campus next year. Smith is a commentator on ESPN’s First Take.
He has also acted sporadically,
appearing in General Hospital
as well as the Chris Rock movie,
I Think I Love My Wife. Smith
started hosting a show on ESPN
in 2005, though he started his
television career on CNN Sports
Illustrated in 1999.
appearance —ESPN’s

CSON faculty honored by
American Nurses Association
Massachusetts —Two members
of the faculty of the Boston College Connell School of Nursing have been honored by the
American Nurses Association
Massachusetts. Catherine Read,
an associate professor, received
the 2015 Mary A. Manning
Nurse Mentoring Award. Joellen Hawking, professor emerita,
received the Community Service
Award as well.
Read heads CSON’s Keys to
Inclusive Leadership in Nursing
program. From 2006 to 2014,
she served as associate dean for
undergraduate programs.
“My work at Boston College
has blessed me with many opportunities to do the important
work of mentoring the next
generation of nurses, and therewards far outweigh the efforts,”
Read said to The Chronicle. “Any
success I have had is the direct
result of the excellent mentoring I received throughout my
career.”
Hawkins has worked at CSON
for 30 years. In that time, she
conducted prenatal care classes
for homeless women and volunteered at the Sidney Borum Jr.
Health Center as a nurse practitioner. She has also coordinated
a gift bag for prisoners and has
collected donations ofhousehold
items, clothes, and toys.
In 2000, the University honored her with its Distinguished
Service Award.
CSOM senior noted in

WSJ

as

‘latest success story’ —Erin Kelley, CSOM T5, was profiled in

the Wall Street Journal as a successful member of Bottom Line,
an organization that counsels
disadvantaged youth on how to
earn a college degree. Kelley, a
first-generation college student,
grew up in Chelsea, Mass., and
had not thought of applying to
BC until a Bottom Line Counselor encouraged her to, she said
to the Wall Street Journal.
Approximately 11 percent of
Americans who grew up poor
and whose parents do not have a
college education earn a college
degree. Approximately 80 percent of participants in Bottom
Line, a non-profit, earn degrees.
The program is Boston-based,
but also advises students in New
York City and Chicago.
“I would not be where I am if
it were not for Bottom Line,” she
said to the Wall Street Journal. “I
even

Join Christian Dupont, Burns librarian and associate
University librarian for special collections, in
Devlin 101 on Monday, April 27 at 7:30
p.m. for Dante Beyond the Comedy
using Dante's Eclogues. The event
is sponsored by the department of
Romance Languages and Literatures.

looked at

the application. When you come
from communities like Chelsea,
Mass., and you have parents
who never went to college,
they understand it’s important.
But they don’t know what’s out
there, so you don’t know what’s
out there.”

Two years ago, Kayla Hammergren, CSOM 15, saved the life of a
stranger. Yesterday morning, that
stranger was given a face and a name.
It was an emotional morning at the

Chestnut Hill Reservoir on Sunday,
as the recipient of a bone marrow

transplant met his donor for the first
time at the Gift ofLife Bone Marrow

Foundation’s annual Walk for Life.
Phil Lipof, WCVB anchor, registered
donor, and emcee of the Walk’s
welcome ceremony, introduced Gift
of Life supporters to James Strejc, a
4-year-old bone marrow recipient.
Strejc was diagnosed with leukemia on Oct. 8, 2012. When his
parents were informed that Strejc
would need a transplant, they were
overwhelmed by the thought of having to depend on a perfect stranger
to act so selflessly for the sake of their
son. They were doubtful they would
find a match. But one day, they got
the call—Strejc had his transplant
on Dec. 12,2013, and was sent home
from the hospital six weeks later.
“James’ donor is their hero, and
they are so gratefulfor herf Lipofsaid.
The Strejcs extended their thanks to
everyone involved in the Walk for
Life, claiming that all participants in
the Gift ofLife campaign are responsible for finding their son a donor.
The family was excited to meet
Strejc’s donor, an anticipation that
reached its height when Lipof announced, “It gives me great pleasure
to introduce you to your life-saving
donor this morning.”

Kayla Hammergren, CSOM T5,
stepped forward from the crowd.
Hammergren was added to the
registry in April 2013 through a drive
that her friend, Michael Padulsky,
LSOE T5, organized. Padulsky lost
his brother to leukemia, and orchestrated the drive in his honor.
Only five months later, a significantly short amount of time
compared to many people who go
their entire lives without receiving
notice of a match, Hammergren
got the phone call. She proceeded
with the donation, motivated by
her desire to do all she could to save
another life.
Hammergren also encouraged
others to join the registry, claiming
“that there is no greater feeling in the
world than knowing that you could
change a stranger’s life for the better.”
As Strejc’s mother embraced Hammergren at the welcome ceremony,
the crowd was reminded of Gift of
Life’s mission, and shown first-hand
the impact a donation can have on a
family. All of the moneyraised at the
walk goes toward offsetting the $6O
lab fee that comes with becoming a
register donor. Gift of Life’s annual
walks have added over 4,000 people
to the donor registry, resulting in 71
matches.
Gregg Francis, Gift ofLife’s chief
operating officer and chief financial
officer, thankedthe Boston committee who organized the walk for their
dedication to Gift of Life’s mission.
Hammergren assured everyone
in attendance that the transplant
itself is not as scary or painful as
others had led her to believe.“My

thought process was: if anyone in my
family, if anything ever happened to
them where they would need this, I
would hope someone would do this
for them,” Hammergren said.
“Her donation changed, saved
James’ life, and a part of her is going to be a part of him for the rest
of his life,” Strejc’s father later said
Each individual that spoke at the ceremony —Lipof, Hammergren, Francis,
and Nick Strejc—encouraged the
participants to register for the donor
list at the swab booth. The swabbing
test is far quicker and easier than the
old method, which required a blood
test.
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Bone marrow donor, recipient meet for first time

News
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would not have

Spread the Word to End the Word pledge drive will take
place on the academic quad on Monday
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Organizers invite
students to sign and pledge to never
use the word “retarded” in a derogatory manner and instead promote
the new “r-word" "respect."

The 37th annual Leadership Awards Ceremony will
take place on Monday, April 27. The
ceremony will recognize 14 student
leaders, two campus groups, and
‘-J[
//m •>.,.
two faculty or staff members, who
£*
have excelled in areas of leaderlllHl||
jBgHBB
ship such as faith on campus.

THINGSTO DO ON
CAMPUSTHIS WEEK

Monday, April 27, 2015
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I“ t takes under a minute,” Lipof
said. “And then, at any point over
your lifetime, you could get a call,
and this could be the result of that
call—a perfect stranger helping save
another perfect stranger s life ... For
a human being, there’s no higher call.”
When Francis introduced Lipof at the
beginning of the ceremony, he called
Lipofa hero, referring to his long-time
standing on the donor registry. Lipof,
however, was quick to correct Francis’
statement.

“I think that most donors would
not consider themselves heroes—-

they’d consider themselves decenthuman beings, doing the right thing.” ¦
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News Tips
Have a news lip or a good idea for a
story? Call Carolyn Freeman, News
Editor, at (617) 552-0172, or email
news@beheights.com. For future
evenls, email a detailed description
of the event and contact information
to the News Desk.
Arts Events
For future arts events, email a detailed description of the event and
contact information to the Arts
Desk. Call Ryan Dowd, Arts and
Review Editor, at (617) 552-0515, or
email arts@bcheights.com.
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Kayla Hammergren donated bone marrow to leukemia patient James Strejc.

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its
readers with complete, accurate, and
balanced information. If you believe
we havemade a reporting error, have
information thatrequires a clarification or correction, or questions about
The Heigh ts standards and practices,
you may contact John Wiley, Editor
"in-Chief, at (617) 552-2223, or email
-

Rebuilding Latin America through education
By

Juan Olavaeeia

Mendoza attributes much of his
success to his hands-on leadership

Heights Editor

style,
When asked what keeps him
grounded in one of the most corrupt and volatile environments in
the world, Lorenzo Mendoza, CEO
of Empresas Polar—the
largest
privately held company in Venezuela—said that moral concerns have
to come first. “My [foundation] is
my values and principles,” he said.
“In a country that ranges from the
surreal to the schizophrenic you
have to be true to yourself.”
On Saturday morning, a panel
of six business professionals and
lawmakers in Latin America, including Mendoza, talked at the
second Latin American Leadership
Conference about the opportunities and challenges individuals
and organizations face to promote
sustainable growth in the region.
The event was hosted by the Latin
American Business Club (LABC)
with the help of AHANA Management Academy, Brazilian Club Of
BC, CASA, Smart Woman Securities, UGBC, BC Entrepreneurship
Society, and OLAA.
The conference aims to expose
students to the existing opportunities in the emerging markets ofLatin
American and to increase awareness
of the social and political issues
pertaining to the region.

he constantly communi-

as

cates with his 70,000 workers. He

exposes them to the vision of the
company and has them understand
where it is going. He emphasized the
importance of having his workers
see him “walk the walk” and be as
involved in the day-to-day operations as they are. He believes that
everyone is necessary, but no one is

indispensable.
“I cannot do your job and you

...

cannot do mine,” he said. “It’s like in

baseball, only the center fielder can
catch a fly ball hit right at him.”
Orlando Cabrales Segovia, former Colombian viceminister of
energy, spoke at length about the
changing business climate in South
America, especially due to both the
2009 financial crisis and the current low prices of oil. He explained
that the strategies needed to affect
economic growth must be tailormade for each situation. Although
South America is one region, he
said, there are many countries with
different needs.
Cabrales, Mendoza, andPatricia
Lopez, Estee Lauder’s senior vice
president, were also asked about the
inequality gap and the lack of access
to education that many of the Latin
American youths have.
“Twenty-three million kids [in

POLICE BLOTTER
Monday, April 20
12:43p.m.

-

A report was filed re-

garding an assault and battery on
a police officer. Non-BC affiliate
William Mucci of Boston, Mass,
was placed under arrest for assault
and battery on a police officer and
transported to BPD District 14 for

booking.

04/20/15 04/24/15
-

3:32p.m. A report was filed regarding a fire alarm activation in the
Modular Apartments. There was no
actual fire.
-

Thursday, April 22
8:15a.m. A report was filed regarding medical assitance provided to a
BC student who was transported to a

Latin America] have no access to
education and 48 percent have
problems doing rudimentary academic tasks,” said Robert Murphy,
associate professor of economics at
BC and the moderator for the panel.
“How do you invest in it?”
In response, Mendoza said that
private companies are not substitutes for the responsibilities of the
state, and instead argued for public
private partnerships where private
companies complement governmental efforts.
“We can assist and invest,” Mendoza said. “We need more human
capital to develop and grow.”
Fighting inequality starts with an
investment in education, Cabrales
added. Since the oil and gas industries are looking for workers with
very specific skill sets, education is
very important, he said. If citizens
don’t have those skill sets, companies will look outside the country
for new workers.
Inrecent years, the diminishing
economic and political reputations
of the region have caused some
problems for governments and
companies alike, as investors do not
have the same confidence they did
during the last decade. Widespread
corruption and high-profile scandals, such as the Petrobras scandal—in which corporate officials of
the Brazilian oil giant allegedly paid

officials in return for contracts and
even kept a portion of the profits

for themselves—have kept investors
from entering the region.

Mendoza pointed out that the
incentives for corruption are ever-

present, especially referencing
the measures implemented by the

late-Venezuelan President Hugo
Chavez and carried on by his successor, Nicolas Maduro, where the
government could expropriate any
privately-owned assets they deemed
underused or “used to perpetuate
the economic war on the country.”
“Foreign investment is critical
for the development of our countries,” Lopez added. “Corruption is
a huge issue... [we] must choose the
harder right, not the easy wrong.”
During the O&A portion of the
event, the panel was asked the question that is present in the minds of
Hispanic students abroad: “Should
we go back to our countries or stay

eic@bcheights.com.
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CORRECTIONS

abroad?”
Cabrales said that it is good for
the country if the students who
are abroad in the U.S. return to

their homes. The knowledge and
international experience theybring
back from their time in a different
country only helps with the growth
of their home country.
“Always go back,” Mendozasaid.
“No country can develop without its
best talent.” ¦

In the April 27 issue of
The Heights, a news brief
entitled “Administration
denies negative encounter
betweenBCPD and CJBC”
stated that Fr. Leahy lives
in the house on Mayflower
St. That is his office, not his
personal home.

VoicesFrom THEDUSTBOWL
If you were a baseball player, what would be your walk-up song?

“I’d have a different sojiq
for each game because I’d

“Something that gets
‘Till I
Collapse’ by Eminem.”
Waller Yu, AdS
me pumped up,

get bored.”

Brendan Blake, As3S

-

’lB

’l6

medical facility from Ignacio.

2:32p.m. A report was filed regarding the arrest of 21-year-old Marc
Monestime of Jamaica Plain for
assault and battery on a police officer, resisting arrest, and disorderly
conduct on Lower Campus.
-

2:49p.m. - A report was filed regarding a fire alarm activation in Stayer
Hall. There

—

was no

actual fire.

Source: The Boston College
Police Department

“That song by
Drake, ‘Legend.’”

“‘Can’t Tell Me Nothing’ by Kanye.”

Kelly Mallory,

A&S ’l6

Braeden Lord,
’l5

,4 i3S
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FACES Council analyzes Islamophobia at final forum
By

YolandaBustillo

Heights

the Holy Book, the Qur’an, and the
Five Pillars, which are the declaration
of faith, prayer, fasting, charity, and

Staff

pilgrimage.
Megan Rodriguez, the representative from ASA and A&S T6, then asked
students what Islam actually meant to

Terrorism is not to be confused with
the Islamic Faith, members of FACES
Council asserted. In collaboration with
Boston College’s Muslim Students Association (MSA) and theArab Students
Association (ASA), the anti-racism
group presented students with an open
discussion entitled “Beyond Burkas and
Bombers: Islamophobia in America” on
the ways in which media perpetuates
prejudice against the Muslim community.

them.

Napoli defined Islamophobia as prejudice against, hatred towards, or fear of
the religion of Islam or Muslims. Napoli
said that anyone who is perceived as
Arab or Muslim can become the target
of Islamophobia.
This was one of the first student-led
discussions on the subject, and Rodriguez explainedin an email that she was
happy to participate.
“The best part of the event for me
was having fellow students
telling me
how much they appreciate events like
these where they have the opportunity
to learn about sensitive but important
topics such as Islamophobia,” Rodriguez said.
Arshad discussed key events after
Sept. 11 that increased Islamophobia
in the United States. Some of these
included the Ground Zero Mosque
controversy, University of North Carolina Chapel Hill Shooting, and the
Charlie Hebdo murders, which have
all been linked to Islam through media

"Working with
FACES and
ASA on this
discussion gave
me a deep sense
of gratitude”

...

Arshad,

—Ahad

CSOM ’l6

This was the final forum of the year
for FACES, which aims to address prob-

portrayals.

lems of racism on campus via discussion.Thomas Napoli, FACES member
and A&S T6, opened the discussion by
reminding students that everything said
in Devlin 010 would be respected.
“It’s a special thing when different
student groups realize the interconnected nature of their missions and are

DAN I ELLA FASCIANO / HEIGHTS EDITOR

“After 9/11, there was an immediate

Three members of FACES Council spoke about Islamaphobiain the United States at their last discussion, also held by the MSA and ASA.

rise in Islamophobia and anti-Islamic
sentiment in general,” Rodriguez said.
“Before 2001, there is a relatively low
number of hate crimes targeting Muslims. However, after 9/11, the number
of hate crimes skyrocketed to almost
500 per year.”
Napoli then played students a TED
Talk discussing the media culture regarding Muslim lifestyles.
Touching upon the misrepresentations seen in major television series,
news outlets, and films, Rodriguez asked
students for their responses to the Ted
Talk.
Tanya Zeina, A&S ’l6, spoke up about

able to work together for a common
goal,” Napoli said. “In this case, it didn’t
take long to see how Islamophobia,
which has largely been racialized to include anyone who is, or appears, Arab,
brought us together.”
Ahad Arshad, the representative
from MSA and CSOM T6, started off
by introducing students to Islam and
some of its characteristics, including

her frustration with media portrayals of
her home country, Lebanon.
“Watching these media clips about
the Middle East is hurtful—Lebanon
is
not like these images at all,” Zeina said.
“Lebanon is the most beautiful country
in the world. It is a diverse city that actually has no official religion. In fact, most
people in Lebanon are Christian.”

Students raised

concerns

zations, such as MSA and ASA.
Napoli attached Islamophobia to a
larger spectrum of bigotry, one he called
the “History of Fear.” Citing Joseph McCarthy and JapaneseInternment Camps
as examples, Napoli highlighted the
rampant forms of xenophobia that have
affected the United States since the beginning of the Cold War. Many students
expressed their frustration with media
portrayals that usually only feature
Muslims as terrorists or directly related
to terrorism.
Echoing the same concern, other students explained that many misconstrue

about aca-

demic challenges they face when selecting
classes that seem to favor Western culture
and education. Students in search of
expanding their knowledge of Islam find
themselves turning to student-led organi-

the actions of certain extreme individuals
as the nature of the religion itself.
“Working with FACES and ASA on
this discussion gave me a deep sense
of gratitude, knowing that others on
campus who were not Muslim cared
about issues like Islamophobia,” Arshad
said. “I was impressed with some of the
student responses to the video clips we
showed—they were visibly frustrated
at the violent acts committed against
Muslims or those perceived as Muslims,
and laughed just as hard at the ridiculous comments made against Islam and
Muslims.” ¦

PEPs hopes

For Student Guide,
more upcoming changes

to improve

this summer

“What it is now is so much more moder-

Student Guide, from A1

ate and conservative than what it was then,”

The policy was sponsored by Thomas Napoli,
senator and A&S T6, Meredith McCaffrey,
senator and A&S ’ll, and Molly Newcomb,
senator and A&S ’l7. The policy passed by an
overwhelming majority, with three senators
opting to abstain from the vote. This leaves the
University administration to decide whether
it will honor the official position of UGBC on
these policy reforms.
Thomas Mogan, dean of students, spoke
at the UGBC meeting to clarifythe challenges
administrators feel face the proposed Student
Guide changes. Members of the Institutional
Policy Review committee, which Napoliheads,
have met with Mogan continuously throughout the semester to revise the proposed
changes. Over the course of these meetings,
the policy has become markedly more conservative. For example, an earlier draft of the
proposal stated that a group offive students or
more could post fliers. That number has now
been bumped up to 15 students.

Olivia Hussey, senator and A&S 'l7, said in
the meeting. “My only qualms with the resolu-

tion and the proposal is that we almost gave
up too much. That’s how progress works. It’s
inch by inch.”
One notable part of the Free Speech and
Expression Policy that Mogan supports is the
creation of a Committee on Free Expression.
This would be a board that reviews decisions made in the approval of campus fliers
and programming, comprised of the dean
of students, professors, graduate students,
and undergraduate students. The Committee
would be given jurisdiction over decisions
made by the OfficeofStudent Involvement on
the appropriateness of student requests.
“The Committee on Free Expression, I
think, is the biggest one and I think thats a
big move for us,” Mogan said. “It’s probably
something we should have been doing.”
The University’s demonstration policy has
been in contention this past semester, with a

PEPS, from A1

DANIELLA FASCIANO / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Thomas Mogan, dean of students, spoke Sunday night about changes to the Student Guide.
few protest proposals being rejected by the
Officeof the Dean ofStudents. Currently, only
Registered Student Organizations can apply.

Going forward, UGBC hopes to make
PEPs more user friendly.
Currently, the two-digit codes that PEPs
uses are outdated, which Walsh said has
been addressed over the past Winter
Break.
Anew spreadsheet has been made with
the current codes the University uses, and
PEPs will be updated over the summer.
Walsh also said that the Academic Affairs committee is going to implement an
active and inactive list to further organize
the number ofprofessors in the system.
“PEPs is up and good,” Walsh said.
“Students should use it now as much
as possible and contribute their own
evaluations, and there’s [sic] going to be
improvements over the summer.”. ¦

discuss the policy. He and his office are
committed to making sure the students are
involved this summer, he said.
Mogan believes that the University will
see some tangible benefits in the fall semester —but it might not be the full policy,
he noted.
Though the policy passed, it is not binding. Rather, it is a recommendation from
UGBC to the administration, Napoli said.
“It’s amazing how that dialogue has transitioned from a very theoretical and policy
discussion into a very real discussion this year
when we’ve had a series of high profile protests,” Napoli said. “Suddenly this is a campus
that is very aware offree speechand expression
and how that affects their daily lives.” ¦

The new policy differentiates between
smaller protests without amplifiers or stages
and larger protests, like the Rights on the
Heights rallies that involve amplifiers and
stages. Students would only need to apply for
a permit for the second level. One problem
Mogan noted with this proposal is the distinction between the two levels of protests.
“Even though organizers may have the
best intentions at heart, they can’t alwaysbe
100 percent sure that things are going to work
out,” Mogan said.
Moving forward, Mogan and members
UGBC
of
will meet this summer to further
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THE CLOUGH CENTER
FOR THE STUDY OF

CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRACY
BOSTON COLLEGE

CIVIC INTERNSHIP GRANTS: SUMMER

2015

Consistent with the Center’s mission to support students committed to service to others,
the Clough Center for the Study of Constitutional Democracy will provide grants to Boston
College undergraduates for what would be otherwise uncompensated part-time or full-time
work on behalf of government, non-profit, or other civic organizations during the summer of
2015. Grants are also available, in special circumstances, for students in unpaid internships
in the for-profit sector, if the internship would offer the fellow unique insights into the
workings of a constitutional democracy. Grants will not be awarded for internships engaged
in endorsing candidates for political office, or for Political Action Committees.

All recipients of a Civic Internship Grant will become Clough Center Junior Fellows for the
2015-2016 academic year. As fellows, they will be expected to attend Junior Fellows Program
meetings and events, and will also enjoy members-only events and discussions, providing a
unique forum for intellectual discourse.

APPLICATION PROCEDURE
The student should visit www.bc.edu/cloughgrants to complete the online application and
submit:
A statement describing the organization for which you will work, along with a brief
summary of the work you will perform, including number of weeks and hours per week
of the internship term (no more than 2 double-spaced pages)
A personal statement describing the reasons for your interest in the position and how it
aligns with the Clough Center’s mission (no more than 1 double-spaced page)
A copy of your resume
A copy of your academic transcript (unofficial is fine)
One academic letter of recommendation and the name and contact details of another
faculty member familiar with your academic work and goals
•

•

•

•

•

DEADLI N E
Applications for work to be undertaken in the summer of 2015 should be submitted online at
www.bc.edu/cloughgrants as soon as the student has confirmed that they have secured an
internship position. All applications are due by May 1, 2015.

CLOUGH.CENTER@BC.EDU

WWW.BC.EDU/CLOUGHCENTER
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Wasted Walsh: a case for ResLife’s need for greater transparency

Mujtaba Syed

For a stretch of several weeks in
February and March, one of Boston
College’s most talked about storylines
may have been a series of events in
Walsh Hall that included a healthy
mixture of conduct violations, police
involvement, and an unannounced
leave of absence from the building’s
resident director. While campus chatter
likely led to slightly twisted, exaggerated versions of what actually went on
for students living in Walsh and the
professionals overseeing them, the
reflections of residents as well as Office
of Residential Life (ResLife) employees
reveal certain systemic issues with the
University’s conduct system exposed by
the high volume of violations around
this past semester’s midway point. At
press time, George Arey, Director of
Residential Life, did not yet respond to
questions on conduct in Walsh Hall.
It is important to note that according to employees within ResLife, who
spoke anonymously due to the sensitivity of the issue, the actual number of
conduct violations in Walsh this past
semester was not noticeably higher or
lower than years prior. Rather, circumstances such as the unclear and abrupt
departure of the hall’s resident director (who is still yet to return), police
involvement on regular dorm walks
by resident assistants (RAs), and the
change of the front desk security staff
added to the growing speculation about
what was going wrong in Walsh.
While the resident director’s departure remains unexplained to both
Walsh residents and ResLife employees, the front desk crew was changed
simply due to a contract expiration, according to those familiar with the issue.
Spikes in conduct violations throughout February and March were followed
by scaled-up police involvement in

the building. According to a ResLife
professional familiar with the situation,
police started more frequent patrols
in Walsh due to multiple non-alcohol
related incidents, but quickly became
mainstays on weekend nights to control
crowds in the lobby, a measure that has
been helpful in getting students in and
out of the building safely and efficiently.
Only on two weekend nights during the
spike in conduct violations did police
accompany RAs on all of their rounds.
When residents are included in an
incident report by RAs on duty, the
current procedure is that the conduct
matter is adjudicated directly through
the community’s resident director, who
decides on ramifications of the violation. Residents recount that in Walsh
during this past semester, there have
been inconsistent determinations of
punishments, both due to the resident
director’s departure as well as having
some cases go to other communities’ resident directors due to the high
volume of conduct violations in Walsh.
Additionally, students indicate that
the circumstances that lead to their
particular case being evaluated by the
student conduct board are unclear, and
often seem arbitrary as well.
For example, one suite of Walsh
residents recounts being put on
disciplinary probation status through
the 2015-2016 academic year following a student conduct board hearing for a noise and alcohol violation
involving 15 people, while others with
much larger gatherings are let off with
a warning. According to a different
Walsh resident, his suite was recorded
for multiple violations throughout the
academic year, including noise, alcohol,
and possession of alcohol paraphernalia during room checks. While the
violations resulted in meetings with the
resident director of Walsh, the student
was not put on probation because he
was never present in the room. But this
is not always the case, as BC’s current policies hold everyone in a room
accountable for drinking that happens
within it, even if they are not there.
The student perspectives presented
in this column can be alarming when

JOHN WILEY / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Walsh Hall has seen an increased police presence, changes in front desk security, and the unexplained leave of its current resident director.
considering the gap between ramifications and actual violations by residents, but they are not hand-picked to
paint ResLife, BCPD, or the conduct
system in a poor light. Rather, they are
included because the truths that exist
within them are representative of far
more stories that undeniably exist on
campus —instances where certain parties and the conduct system have failed
to keep students’ best interests as the
top priority.
While it should be clear that there
are many stories of students having
poor experiences with disciplinary
violations, and that most of them are
susceptible to bias and exaggeration,
analyzing them in the context of ResLife policies brings into focus broader
issues within the conduct system.
According to University guidelines
given to RAs, social gatherings with
25 or more people should be broken
up due to the possibility of noise and
safety violations. Another policy, how-

ever, allows for any student to have a

and general confusion for residents
and community members. The absence
of Walsh’s resident director also still
remains unexplained to residents, as
well as RAs.
Moving forward, both Res Life and
the University administration must
make better efforts to make rules regarding noise, alcohol, and social gatherings as well as potential punishments
for violations clearer to residents.
They must also work to iron out any
contradictions that exist in the conduct
code, including the one highlighted
in this piece. If ResLife increases its
transparency with residents, it may just
find itself in a better position to reach
and positively impact the students for
whom it seeks to create a safe, welcom-

maximum of four guests in their room.
When applied to Walsh, this means
that a typical eight-man suite can
have 32 guests plus its original eight
residents for a total of 40 people at any
given time, and be compliant under
one section of the rules. However, this
clearly crosses the 25-person limit that
RAs are expected to enforce.
Although the events in Walsh this
past semester can be seen as a combination of less-than-ideal events eerily
occurring within days or weeks of one
another, what is more worrying moving
forward is the existence of contradictions within the conduct system as well
as Res Life’s general lack of transparency throughout the semester in
regards to Walsh. The change of front
desk staff and scaled up police involvement were both standard procedures in
response to a contract expiration and
a spike in violations, respectively, that
were turned into exaggerated stories

ing community.

Mujtaba Syed. is the assistant features
editor for The Heights. lie can be
reached at features@bcheights.com
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Demand for BC counseling
up 25 percent in three years
By

Madeleine Loosbrock

Heigh ts Staff
Reports from within University
Counseling Services (UCS) indicate a
25-percent increase in student demand
over the last three years, pushing usage
of the program to over 20 percent of
BC students. According to Director of
UCS Thomas McGuinness, the office
currently does not have adequate staffing
to address this increase in demand.
According to those within UCS,
undergraduates use the center for a
variety of reasons. Personal, relational,
academic, and familial issues can all
contribute to a student’s decision to
seek counseling. “Mostly when people
come in, in some way or another they
will indicate they are overwhelmed and
they cannot cope with what’s going on,”
McGuinness said.
McGuinness noted that, while UCS
sees heavy student interest throughout
the year, springtime is a particularly busy
time for UCS, with many students feeling
as though they are in crises at the year’s
end. Students’ caseloads are filled as the
semester closes, causing an influx of new
patients on top of the regular caseloads.
“There’s more of a time crunch now,”
McGuinness said. “We get a bunch of
seniors that are in trouble, learning they
might not be able to graduate.”
To make an appointment at UCS,
students either call or schedule in person
at the office. When students request an
appointment, they are first set up with
a triage appointment, which happens
within 48 hours.
“We call and speak to the students

for 10 to 15 minutes to get a sense of

what they need and get an assessment
of if there are safety issues with the
student,” McGuinness explained. “We
have a whole bunch of questions we ask
everybody just to make sure the person
doesn’t need to be seen on emergency
and that we’re the appropriate place for
them.”
There are three types of appointments at UCS. For dire situations, there
are emergency appointments. Students
in these situations get first priority to see
the on-call clinician. For non-emergency
situations, students are either urgent
intakes or regular intakes. Urgent intakes
are situations for which UCS is concerned, but there is no immediate danger
to the student. These students usually see
a clinician within a few days. All other
students are deemed regular intakes.
“At this time of year, we are booking a week and a half to two weeks out
for [regular intakes],” McGuinness said.
“That’s the big complaint we hear from
students.”
This is where the bottleneck within
UCS comes up—there is not enough staff
to accommodate the increased demand
for mental health services. “We would

need three more people to have enough
hours to see students when they want to
be seen,” McGuinness said. McGuinness
believes this would allow UCS to see
students sooner and for longer.
This year, McGuinness put in a proposal for three new staff members, but
no new positions have been approved.
Since the 19705, the office has only seen
a small increase in staffing. “[Our staff]
hasn’t increased the way other administrative departments in the University
have increased,” McGuinness said.
Right now, each psychologist has
four new intakes a week. “That’s the only
way we can accommodate the number
of students coming in,” McGuinness
said. “Ideally, psychologists shouldn’t see
more than three new patients a week.”
This shortage in staff means that
many students’ time with counselors is
limited. “We’re basically short-term,”
McGuinness said. “Students who need
something more intensive or more extended we want to refer.”
Many students are referred to other
services, as an increasing number of
students come into BC with prior mental
health services experience. According to
McGuinness, 20 percent of the incoming students have been on some kind of
psychiatric medication. “People aren’t
freaked out by mental health services
in the way they had been in the past,”
McGuinness said. “We are not going
to be able to accommodate them in the
long hall.”
In such situations, students are referred to outside counseling services.
But perhaps the students can fix some
of the problems, McGuinness asserted.
“Students have grown less able to deal
with stress and anxiety, and often view
what once would have been manageable
problems as things requiring counseling,” he said. “Although many students do
require counseling for these problems,
some students may be able to learn how
to cope with these feelings on their own.”
For UCS’s current staff to accommodate student demand properly, McGuinness said we need to increase student
resilience.
“There is data to prove that students
are more depressed and anxious than
students in past generations,” McGuinness said. “Students have trouble managing their feelings, tolerating frustration,
and solving problems on their own.”
Asa result, according to McGuinness, students are turning to counseling
to solve problems that they may be able
to solve on their own.
“We need to find ways to help
students have a little more grit,” he said.
“We can double the number of people
in counseling, but not everything is a
mental health issue.” ¦

BRECK WILLS / HEIGHTS GRAPHIC

How to feel small around Big Ben
Kendra Kumor
I’ve learned a lot during my months
abroad, but the most important of
which has not been what my advisors,
professors, family, and friends told me
before I left for London almost four
months ago. Although I have gained
“a worldly perspective” along with “an
appreciation for other cultures” like
my advisors and professors told me, a
“newfound love of traveling” like my
family told me, and “a true appreciation for the lack of open container laws
in Europe” like my friends told me, the
most important thing is something
that not one person warned me about
before going abroad.
Of all of the souvenirs and trinkets
I’ve been fortunate enough to collect around Europe over the past few
months, the one thing I hope to keep
with me is the feeling of being small.
At first, feeling small sounds like a
bad thing. It implies loneliness and a
lack of self-confidence, but it has been
the single most important feeling in
shaping my time awayfrom Boston
College.
At a school like BC, it is easy to
feel big, especiallyas a senior. Most
people have a fairly established group
of friends, many of us are rising in
the ranks of clubs and sports teams
to presidents and captains, and, for
a lucky few, you may be the proud
resident of a Mod. All of these factors, compounded with the insulated
nature of BC’s campus, can cause many
upperclassmen to forget about the
dramas of the outside world, pumping
them with the all-too-familiar confi-

dence of a senior BC student.
On the other hand, in a city like
London, it is easy to feel small. The
metropolitan area just reached its largest population ever at over 13.6 million
people—to put that into perspective,
the Boston metropolitan area only has
around 4.5 million people.
The sheer amount of people in
London is immobilizing and liberating
at the same time. On one side, walking
down the sidewalk in Central London
feels like walking down the sidewalk
on Comm. Ave. at noon on Marathon
Monday. On the flip side, once you get
past the paralyzing feeling of the constant crowds, you have the freedom to
do pretty much whatever you want.
It may sound harsh, but in big cities, no one cares how you dress or act.
In fact, no one really cares about you
at all, which gives you the ability to feel
small. Over the past few months, I’ve
learned that this is a better way to live.
When you feel big, like many students
feel at BC, it can sometimes hinder
your ability to be who you want to be
because many students have a per-

ceived reputation to uphold, especially
by the time senior year rolls around.
Essentially, learning to feel small
is simply learning that, in the grand
scheme of the things—and here comes
my newfound worldly wisdom my professors were talking about—my daily
actions do not really matter.
That is not to say that they can’t
matter —they
surely can, and I hope
they do someday. But part of feeling
small is also learning not to take yourself so seriously all the time, which is
another thing many BC students tend

to do. I know I do.

Learning to feel small does not just
come simply by being surrounded by
millions of people. It comes, in part,
by realizing that the millions of people
you are surrounded by have stories and
struggles just like you do.
It comes from the feeling of excitedly asking a stranger to take your
picture in front of the Eiffel Tower —
something you’ve been waiting all your
life to see in person—and realizing that
they, too, are just as giddy, and may
have had a longer journey to arrive
there than you.
It comes from starting to elbow
your way to the front of a very unorganized ticket line at a museum, and
stopping to realize that these people
have as much a right to be at the front
of the line as you do.
In the end, feeling small culminates
in a sense of self-awareness—not the
kind that makes you feel overly selfimportant and entitled, but rather the
kind that enables you to see that you
are simply one in seven billion people
who have complicated pasts and foggy
futures.
I think if we all tried to feel a little
smaller—tried
to deflate our egos and
drop the entitlement that comes with

putting a president position on our
resumes or having the ability to ask,

“Who do you know here?” at your
front door—BC would become a better

place.

Kendra Kumor is a senior staff columnist for The Heights. She can
be reached at features@bcheights.
com.

Power and imperfection: setting standardsfor our leaders and ourselves

“I did not have sexual relations
with that woman.” (Include the necessary, regional Arkansas inflections for
full effect.)
C’mon, even non-history buffs
should know this one—it’s
a classic.
Washington, D.C., 1998: former President Bill Clinton, in the White House,
with the 22-year-old intern. Shocking the American public from sea to
sea as the nation collectively wiped
the sweat from its shiny brow, the
Clinton-Lewinsky sex scandal sparked
a political uproar and ultimately led to
the impeachment—and later senatorial acquittal—of the 42nd President
of the United States by the House of
Representatives. But Clinton’s affair is
by no means singular: historical progression has accompanied a myriad of
similar blemishes, effective falls from
grace for prominent figures and their

respective causes.
Please see Lance Armstrong, Arnold Schwarzenegger, or Tiger Woods.
Any of these ring a bell?
Throughout history, it seems as
though many political, professional,
or otherwise societal leaders who
have accomplished incredible, diverse,

exploration.
Another man famous for his
contributions to American history,
Thomas Jefferson, principal author
of The Declaration of Independence
(which asserts that all men created
equal, endowed with unalienable
rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness) and third president of
the United States openly opposed
slavery, yet owned hundreds of

slaves—and probably fathered children with at least one of them.
Despite his hugely significant hand
in and leadership throughout the Civil
Rights Movement and religious influence, Martin Luther King, Jr. engaged
in several extramarital affairs.
Disregarding personal stances on
abortion, Margaret Sanger made huge
strides in the campaign for women’s
health in the 19205, founding organizations that would later evolve into
Planned Parenthood and lobbying for
the legalization of birth control in the
United States. But then there’s this
tiny, little side note about why she
advocated so heavily for safe reproductive rights: Sanger was a firm proponent of negative eugenics, asserting
that birth control and abortion could
assist in the elimination of the “unfit”
by reducing reproduction and thereby
improving hereditary traits. Yikes.
Even George Washington, father of
our country, had only one real tooth
by his presidency—and I mean, if
that’s not a fatal flaw, I dunno what is.
More recently, the likes of the beloved Bill Cosby and renowned Brian
Williams reentered the limelight—but
not for an airing of The Cosby Show
or to appear as anchor on NBC
Nightly News. Although he
has been accused of sexual
assault recurrently since
2000, Cosby in late 2014
and early 2015 again
garnered bad press when
many women came forJ
,

Corinne Duffy

and unprecedented feats are tainted,
in a way, by their sometimes-overlooked missteps, blatant blunders, or
multifarious foibles—tragic flaws, if
you will. Perhaps more significant in
their far-reaching achievements (and
detriments) than the aforementioned
popular figures (apologies to the former Governator), the likes of Christopher Columbus, Thomas Jefferson,
Margaret Sanger, and even Martin
Luther King, Jr. typify this idea.
Take Columbus, for example. Besides his obvious, erroneous presumption that this “New World,” which was
quite old to those who had inhabited
it for centuries, was India—and the
natives thereby “Indians”—good
old
Chris and his crew wreaked hellish
havoc across the island of Hispaniola.
After setting sail in 1492, he led the
widespreadraping, pillaging, and
slaughtering of many native villages,
and yet somehow still earned himself
a national holiday during the best
month of the year due to his “discovery” of the Americas, which subsequently spurred further European

ward alleging that Cosby had drugged,
assaulted, and/or raped them between
1965 and 2004, adding to the now at
least 38 accusations against him (the
most recent alleged incident having
occurred in 2008). In February of
2015, Brian Williams was suspended
from NBC for six months without pay
for misrepresenting events of the Iraq
War in 2003, including a military helicopter story aired on March 26, 2003
and 11 other incidents of embellished
or erroneous reporting.

While a ready-made analysis of this
John Dalberg-Acton’s observation that power—or fame, talent,
etc. —corrupts,
I think, in some ways,
it’s even simpler than this. I am by no
means justifying any of the aforementioned transgressions—and certainly
am not attempting outright to quote
Miley Cyrus,
sorry,
Hannah
Mon-

points to

M

tana—-

the
truth
remains

that no

w

one is perfect, and that most of us
are far from it. Obviously, this fact is

made particularly clear when scandals like those that I have mentioned
are broadcasted internationally, but
often, at Boston College especially,
the misconception of perfection as an
achievable goal can be incredibly oppressive. Scaled down enormously, the
aforesaid faults manifest the fact that
perfection in any form, however near
it may seem, is an unattainable aspiration, and perhaps if people recognized
this, they wouldn’t commit as many
indecencies and atrocities as means to
this unreachable end.

Corinne Duffy is the Features
Editor for The Heights. She can
be reached at features@bcheights.
com.
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QUOTE OF THE DAY
“I’m a pessimist because of intelligence, but an optimist because

of will”

-Antonio Gramsci (1937-), Italian politician

Time Tlies

The Student Assembly of the Un-

full policy without removing more of
its major tenets. The concrete changes
College(UGBC) voted to pass its Free that remain would do much to expand
Speechand Expression Policy, which if freedoms for students, including a
accepted by administrators will create more lenient flier policy and a posseveral provisions within the Student sibility for chalking on campus. As
Guide aimed at increasing avenues of Napoli pointed out, students currently
expression for students on campus. in registered student organizations
MembersofUGBC have been periodihave more rights than those students
cally meeting with administrators in who are unaffiliated—the former can
the Dean ofStudents Office to discuss participate in hosting events and can
the proposedchanges. Nowthat it has disseminatefliers around campus.
been passed, UGBC’s official position
Mogan, who started as dean of
toward the administration is that it students this semester, made a point
ought to enact the proposedchanges. of attending the UGBC meeting in
Thomas Mogan, dean of students, order to personallyexplain to the stuspoke at the UGBC meetingin regards dents the qualms the administration
to problems the administration might has with UGBC’s proposal. In more
have with the current version of the fairly addressing student expression,
the University will need to continue
proposal.
One notable aspect of the Free opening avenues of communication,
Speech and Expression Policy is the and while also foster a more open
creation of a committee made up of discussion with UGBC on why certain
students and faculty to review decireforms passed by the Student Assemsions made by the Office of Student bly might or might not be accepted.
Involvement on the approval of events
The extent to which Mogan and
and fliers. Though the policy has been UGBC have been working together
significantly declawed since Thomas suggests a promising future of partNapoli, A&S ’l6, first introduced the nership between the Dean ofStudents
proposal, this is one element that Office and UGBC. Mogan has also
seems to be here to stay. Napoli, who shown interest in hammering out
spearheaded the project, noted that the finer details of policy, which is
the campus has become increasingly important considering many of the
aware ofstudent needs regarding free rules currently on the books at BC
are either convoluted or altogether
speech.
“It’s amazing how that dialogue contradictory.
has transitionedfrom a very theoretiNextyear’s presidential administracal and policy discussion into a very tion—with Napoli as presidentand Olreal discussion this year when we’ve ivia Hussey, A&S ’l7, as executivevice
had a series of high profile protests,”
president—has sworn to make student
free speech a priority. The work done
Napoli said.
The University should move forthis semester between Mogan and
ward on the creation ofthe committee, UGBC fares well for future reforms to
and accept the current version of the the Student Guide.

dergraduate Government of Boston

Successful with programs,
UGBC should focus on policy
In the mid-year review, 122 of the
129 members of the Undergraduate Government of Boston College
(UGBC) ranked Nanci Fiore-Chettiar’s administrationpositively, a sign
of the organization’s internalhealth.
However, in putting this past year’s
leadership to a truer test, it is worth
asking what the undergraduate government can do for you.
This past year, the answer seems
to be a good bit more, although there
are still clear limitations on UGBC’s
power as an advocacy body—most
notably, the fact that nothing it
passes on University policy is currently binding.
The recent move to split the
programming board away from
UGBC and make it into a general
advocacy body has been a general
success, with most of the problem
points arrising in the University’s
bureaucratic framework, which is
lacking in responsiveness to UGBC’s
bureaucratic framework.
The first semester of Fiore-Chettiar’s administration, when she was
still working with Chris Marchese,
A&S T 5
marked by subtle policy
shifts. Fiore-Chettiar explained that
the absence of a dean of students
in the first semester made it hard
to push policy. This semester, with
the introduction of Thomas Mogan
as dean of students, policy regarding the Student Guide has been
discussed between the student government and the administration.
Nothing particularly concrete has
happened yet, but there are signs of
progress coming next semester.
This is not entirely the fault of
UGBC. Rather, it is symptomatic of

an institution that is slow to respond
to student ideas. Even if everything
goes right in the Student Assembly
and policy proposals and amendments are passed, it still remains
the discretion of the administration
to take University-wide proposals
and make them reality. This is ultimately not full justification for the
tepid execution of UGBC’s policy
decision, but instead a discrepancy
that should be understood when
considering what to expect from the
group that aims to be a proponent of
the students’ voice.
The Fiore-Chettiar administration has been far more successful in
terms of programming and focusing
on groups that might otherwise be
forgotten or marginalized—with
very specific programming and a
salient take-away message. Most
notably, programming has been effective in the area of mental health
and rights relating to GLBTQ individuals. Still, while successful programming can raise awareness, it is
the policy change in the long run that
will have the most tangible effects on
student life.
In the view of students, most of
UGBC’s work is done behind the
scenes, and enacting lasting change
at BC is a race of inches rather than
yards. Fiore-Chettiar excelled in
shifting campus culture through
thoughtful advocacy projects and
programs.
The needlehas yet to move much
in terms of University structure and
policy, but lookingback to last April,
there is a lot more to be optimistic
about now when it comes to our
student government.

was

The views expressed in the above edito-

rials

represent the official position of The
Heights, as discussed and written by the
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Kevin Barry &

Sean McGowan

RECONNECTING As the semester
comes to a close, and most of us are
-

booking planes, trains, and cars to
get back to where we came from, the
long gestated text messages have
started firing out to those from the
homestead: “When are you going to
be back? How have you been?” We
meant to keep in better touch, but
we got caught up in the madness of
homework and Netflix binges and
never got a chance to call and talk
for hours. As the text messages start
building, we suddenly remember all
of the seemingly innocent and way
too daring high school memories
that we built with these people, all
of whom went their separate ways.
We start thinking about the new
memories for this summer, and
between waiting tables and living
the cubicle life, we’ll actually be able
to hang out with them in our own
homes again, filling each other in on
all of the new experiences that we’ve
had. And when we come back for
next semester, it will be tough once
again to leave. But, for now, we’re
only at the beginning of it all.

STEPHEN A. CANCELS

-

Monday is

going to be an even bigger drag

than we expected. Steven A. Smith,
waist deep in NBA Playoffs, won’t
be coming to talk at Boston College.
We really do hope that he works out
whatever he needs to work out in
his schedule for next semester, because this event was one too many
of us were looking forward to. And
whatever you do, BC, don’t bring
Skip Bayless into this.
NOT ENOUGH OUTLETS You’d think
that The Chocolate Bar, the prime
-

“They’re very close,” Kevin Barry
says in a dirty South-Irish drawl, “this
business of writing and being absolutely
crazy.” He’s in a crowded room at the
head of a small square table, waxing
eloquent in a brown bowler hat and two
tattered scarves. Till he sat down, the
table hadn’t seemed to have a head at all.
Around him sits the congregation:
professors, 11 ragged undergrads —here
of their own volition—and a piddling
group of graduate students. Only nine
sit at the table itself. Others gather along
the walls or out in the hall, bunching
up under the doorframe like inbred
fruit-flies. They’ve sealed the place off
completely.
The author takes a long, hard of swallow of something from a paper cup and
drops it down half-full, making a mock
grimace like Clint Eastwood in Unforgiven. Barry takes his first full breath
since beginning to speak 10 minutes
ago. It doesn’t last long.
Not that he moves too quickly or
rambles. Every word thus far has been
measured and calculated, every phrase
connected. It’s the sort of cadence and
rhythm you pick up as a young frustrated actor, he’ll say a few hours later. His
speech, even reduced to dialogue, takes
on the familiar rhythm of a good song:
languid and lettered like jazz; hard,
sincere, faltering like the blues.
“In the beginning, of course, you
spend quite a lot of time hearing voices,”
he continues. “And when you live in Ireland—this wet, miserable little rock on
the edge of the black Atlantic —you’ve
got to find a few good ones to help you
stand out. Sometimes you feel like you
could throw a stick over there and hit
two poets or playwrights over the head.”
With fiction like his, it’s hard to
believe the guy ever had a problem
standing out. His books (one novel and
two books of stories) are about as clever,
brave, and idiosyncratic as anything that
has come out in years. He smiles out
of the right corner of his mouth like he
knows it.

Will Flautt & Dave Connors
of Corcoran Commons Live quesadillas, Carney

cessible. Choosing a spot to sit and
get work done becomes a strategic
gamble —do I sit with my friend
at the table they already have? Or
do I join that other acquaintance
I don’t know so well because he or
she is sitting next to one of the four
outlets that the Chocolate Bar has?
Decisions, decisions.

grilled to perfection at the Hillside Cafe,
our experience with BC Dining exists
without complaint. We can’t tell you how
many times we’ve left a meal full-bellied
and thankful for the opportunity to eat,
drink, talk, and think at such premier
facilities. But there’s one thing we can’t
shake, one stain on our memory of meals
that even our rose-colored glasses can’t
mask: the Rat.
We have avoided “the Rat,” not unlike
how one avoids the plague its mascot
carried. We only opt to go there when
it is rainy, and when we have no other
choice but to subject ourselves to a
dungeon of meager provisions. The legends of the cavernous caves of “the Rat”
came through story and song. A grimy
rodent purporting to sell food? We nearly
called the FDA. Only the street toughs
of Chestnut Hill, Mass, go there to have
sarsaparillasand we have no desire to get
caught up with a bunch of Chestnut Hill
street toughs. Street cred be damned—we’re opting for safety.
Why would any self-respecting, EagleOne-Card-carrying member of our community want to associate their soup eating habits with such a wretched creature?
For centuries, rats have been responsible
for death and destruction, and they have
no place near our New England Coffee or
lukewarm hot dogs. Consider the follow-

-

PEANUT BUTTER Mac was out of
peanut butter for the last couple of
hours, and this is just a prelude to finals week, the time when BC Dining
thinksit’s a good idea to shut things
down when starving, tired students
are just trying to survive.
-

Looking back

on four years

Dining pasta, and New England Classics

ing

Like Thumbs Up,
Thumbs Down?
Follow us
@BCTUTD
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the art ofcaptivation

“Well, let’s do a bit ofreading then,
right?” the writer says. He picks up a
worn copy of Dark Lies the Island, his
2014 collection of short stories, and
starts flipping through the pages. “Hold
on,” he says, slamming the book shut.
“Let’s do this one first.” He takes a folded
stack of old, white paper from his jacket
pocket and holds it up for the room to
see.
He pats it down and works a few

creases out on the table. The crowd

watches, ready for whatever’s coming.
When the papers are all in working
order, he lifts them up to eye level and
takes another sip out of the paper cup.

From thispoint on, he
holds them in thrall.
Two professors pass by
midway through and
stop in their tracks to

listen. Someone’s cell
phone lets out aping

and the

owner looks

worried she’ll be stoned
to death. For most of
the story, though, they
laugh.
I“ should note, before beginning, that
The New Yorker took my numbers out of
this story.” He’s referring to the original
section headings, which count up from
one to 17 as the narrative moves. “I’ve
always loved those numerical headings
in short stories,” he says. “Whenever I
come across a piece that has them I flip
straight to the end to figure out where
the whole thing’s going. There’s a suspense that they give to the narrative that
you can’t get any other way. Don’t you
find that?”
Everyone in the room nods in agreement. Although, if he’d said, “Don’t
you all just love clubbing baby seals?”
or “Forest fires are great, right?” they’d
have likely done the same thing.
“After finding out that the magazine
had taken them out to put in these little
stars,” he points a stubby finger at the
page’s asterisks. “I went into what can
most aptly be described as a cold fury.”
With that, he runs a hand through
his hair and reads the title aloud. Or,

more accurately, he declaims it. Delivers
it like

a

four-word sermon on judgment

day.

cases.

Bubonic plague: Rats are responsible
for spreading a virus that resulted in
not only painful boils in the armpits and
groin, but also the veritable homicide
of 40 percent of 14th Century Europe.
Muffins served with boils and a painful
death!? Count us out!
Cluny the Scourge: A rat from the

distant jungles washes ashore toward the
otherwise peaceful abbey of Redwall, only
to lay siege to its walls, threatening the
livelihood of mice, squirrels, and other
critters who live out their days in peace,
enjoying strawberry cordial and roasted
chestnuts. What a hassle!
The Sewer King of Hillwood, Washington: Arnold (of Hey Arnold! fame) is
faced with his greatest trial to date as
his grandfather’s Schnitzenbauer Time
Master 909 with the Swiss Polar Aligned
Triple Synchronous Movement Escapement (read: gold watch) is stolen by the
Sewer King’s rat army. Imagine your

We have avoided u the
Rat,” not unlike how
one avoids the plague
its mascot carries. We
only opt to go there
when it is rainy, and we

have no other choice.

prized pulled-pork sandwich whisked
away by a team of trained rats, only to
be returned to you if you can beat the
Lyons Hall Septic System Sultan at seven
straight games of chess! I’d rather not
think about it.
We’re sure at this point rat apologists
will be saying “What about Remy from
RatatouilleV' to which we say “Ha! How
naive!” Only the French would be so careless as to combine cuisine and Rodentia.
Why not align our collective culinary quest with a nobler creature—one
that doesn’t suggest contamination and
threaten our public health? One that
says, “Yes. I think greasy lo mein does
sound good today.” We have to look no
further than the name etched right above
the very building itself: Lyons. What is
the mane thing the true lord of Narnia,
the rightful king of Pride Rock, and the
merciful monarch of Nottingham and its

Letter from
the future

Death. Song.
“ henever you read my books,” he
W
adds, “from now on I’d like you to do it
in this voice. That’s the accent they’re
Ox. Mountain.

written in, and I’d love ’em to be read

that way. Yeah?” More nods.
When he begins, eyes widen and
mouths (literally) drop open. Lines are
delivered violently, with a savage fluency. “He had been planting babies all
over the Ox Mountains since he was 17
years old ...”
From this point on, he holds them in
thrall. Two professors pass by midway
through and stop in their tracks to
listen. Someone’s cell phone lets out a
ping and the owner looks worried she’ll
be stoned to death. For most of the
story, though, they laugh. And not in the
typical New Yorker laugh-so-they-knowI-get-it fashion. These are real belly
laughs, forceful and unrestrained.
Then comes the end.
They’ve followed him through Sligo
and up the Ox Mountains—from nightclubs to forested slopes and their jagged,
rocky valleys. They’ve found death, sadness, a dismayed meditation on the nature of life itself. The room goes a whole
different kind of quiet. They clap.
It

was

about three weeks ago that

speak in a seminar
room in Stokes Hall, and I don’t know
I saw Kevin Barry

that I’ll

ever

forget it. Ifwe’ve got a word

in the English language for the kind of

storyteller that he

is, I

haven’t yet come

across it.

Attend enough half-hearted readings and book signings, and you’ll forget

what a good author is supposed to do.
You’ll get caught up in responsible
literature and all its multicultural undertones, trying like mad to pull papers and
politics out of it. You’ll stop thinking
about stories.
That happened to me, and seeing this
guy read was the slap up the back of the
head that I needed to snap out of it. If
it’s been awhile since somebody told you
a good story, run out and get hold of
one of his books as soon as you can.
Sean McGowan is an op-ed

for The Heights. He

can

columnist
be reached at

opinions@bcheights.com.

Rethinking the name of the Rat

stop for all of the million campus
tours that have been happening over
the last month, would be more ac-

TRAPPED BETWEEN LONG AND SHORT
This freaking Boston weather, it’s
sitting at a mild 40 degrees most
of the time, sometimes working
itself up to 60, and sometimes going down to a brisk 30. This leaves
us trapped between the shorts and
pants dilemma that plagues the rest
of our day—guaranteed warmth?
Guaranteed cool? Who knows
anymore.

Heights

forests have in common? They’re lions.
Aslan, The Great Lion: A divine being

who rules with unparalleled majesty,
wisdom, and swag. Oh, and he freaking
sang the world of Narnia into existence.
We always knew music was powerful, but
holy cow! Who knew lions could even
sing? Bravo, Aslan. Encore!
Mufasa and Simba of Pride Rock:
Childhood’s first gut-wrench was the
stampede and Mufasa’s death. When he
was cast into the void by Scar, we cried
with Simba. Guts do not wrench in vain.
Nay, they wrench for kings who have
Blood-Honor-Contents of greater than
0.30. And lest we forget: Simba, once
a helpless hakuna matata cub, returns
to his harem with the help of his moral
compass and time-lapsed desert running
animations to restore his pride to glory.
King Richard I, the Lionhearted (ala
Robin Hood): His only wrong is an inability to be in two places at once. Fight a
war abroad, and rule a kingdom at home,
you say? Even a lion’s heart has its limitations. The king returns after winning the
war, however, and proceeds to win back
the hearts of Nottingham in charismatic
fashion: imprisoning the rapscallion
Prince John and honoring those who
fight for justice.
Aslan, Simba, Richard I—all are firey
felines set aflame by a sense of justice,
beloved by their subjects, and heralded
by the bards of Walt Disney Pictures. Let
us devote our hunger pangs to thee, oh
great lions of yore!
And so, we announce to you, denizens
of the Heights, the Good Word: the Rat
is dead; long live the Lyons Den! Go forth
and spread the good news! Join the Pride
of the Den over a bowl of over-hyped
mac-and-cheese and finely chilled Hood
one percent milk.

Will Flautt S3 Dave Connors are op-ed
contributorsfor The Heights. They can be
reached at opinions@bcheiqhts.com.

The opinions and commentaries of the staffcolumnists and cartoonists appearing on this page represent the views of
the author or artist of that particular piece, and not necessarily the views of The Heights. Any of the columnists and
artists for the Opinions section of The Heights can be reached at opinions@bcheights.com.

Nate Fisher
Abstract: This article posits the final
Heights opinions column written by a
student in the class of 2035. He refers
to a columnist who used his own last
column in 2031 to write a letter to the
class of 2039. The class of 2035 writer
recounts what the Letter to the Class of
2039 meant to him in 2031, and evaluates
the advice and predictions for 2039 offered in the Letter. All right? I’ve got 615
words left.
“Maybe everything will be different.”
You opened your Letter to the Class
of 2039 with that quotation. It wasn’t
addressed to me, but it hit me more than
anything else I saw at my Virtual Admitted Eagle Day. The kid you were writing
to had just turned. The two of us were
leaving high school and college. I’ve been
all three of those people now. All three
are linked by that same lingering notion,
the “maybe everything will be different”
that always feels different. We’ve said
it as an exaltation and we’ve said it as a
lament.
Now that I’m the graduating senior
I can clearly see how it feels to stare at
the “maybe everything will be different”
with the feeling of lost time and things
long passed rather than the boundless
promise of turning 18. For you there will
always be off-campus darties. I’ve only
heard passing jokes about the recent
demise of Che-Chi’s. And your people
used to go to more than just football and
soccer games.

Maybe everything will be different. I
think the Mods will be safe. Every year
seems to be the last year of the Mods, but
I can rest easy knowing Boston College
still understands some things are sacred.
All 28 Mods are a campus treasure and
will stay that way. They’re as much a part
of BC as Gasson or all three Meatball
Obsessions.
It’s funny what things change and
what things don’t. You were wrong about
the dining halls. They’re worse than ever.
There has to have been a time where they
weren’t like this—shilling out silly money
for ever-diminishing returns. You said
there would be a reckoning for a lot of
the BC administration’s practices that the
students wouldn’t stand for it. I’ve never
known the students to not stand for
much. The student body must have been
different in the 20s. You may yet be dead
on about the music though. Maybe by
2039 your pop artists like Bellistick and
wOrdplay will play Modstock when their
stock has dropped. They’U never match
our Modstock though. I’m sure 2031
is kicking themselves that they weren’t
seniors in 2035 for Juicy J. And of course
you were right on Leahy.
The procedures make him look
younger than ever.
Also everyone eats at Flatbreads now.
I guess it’s just a 30s thing.
I worryfor the 2039 kids. Maybe
everything will be different. They’re not
2010s kids like we were. You never could
have predicted how sheltered this new
wave ofkids would be. The BC bubble
will smother them. The skyscraper dorms
they’re throwing up where Walsh used to
be are more than enough to comfortably
accommodate a student body for whom
voluntary off-campus living has become
a rarity. You’ll find only a handful of BC
kids choosing to forego nicer rooms to
live farther awayfrom the dining halls,
a choice many students meet with a
suspicious “Oh.” You warned 2039 that
they would come to feel trapped, though
only now do I understand your warning.
In your time as in mine, BC has tended
towards closing things off, restricting
movement, and discouraging behavior
outside of the controlled and normalized.
When you finished your letter you
tried to pass on the things you wish
you’d known coming in to college. I find
myself trying to do the same thing with
my final column. Every columnist has to
do a “lesson” piece on the way out. You
told the future that picking best friends
meant picking people who offered truly
different perspectives. You told the kids
to rent your house on Foster (they won’t).
You wanted the next young kid to know
that the answer to most questions in life
is “yes, kind of.” I agree, sort of.
Nate Fisher is an op-ed columnist for The
Heights. He can be reached at opinions@
bcheights.com.
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Year in review: a look back at UGBC’s 2014-15 leadership
UGBC, from A1
The centralized focus on the plurality of student
populations on campus has been a strong suit for this
administration—the organization brought AHANA and
GLBTQ issues to the forefront of campus conversation,
through programming and campaigns throughout the
year. In addition to the organization’s staple programming—National Coming Out Week, AHANA Celebration
Week, and the Annual Gala, among other events —new
programming like “GLBTQ in the Workplace,” an event
where area professionals spoke on their experiences
as members of the GLBTQ community, speaks to the
organization’s renewed commitment to diversity and
inclusion, said Martin Casiano, vice president of diversity
and inclusion and A&S 15.
A spotlight on civic engagement and women in
leadership—from the Elect Her Conference to the Own
It Women’s Summit—has been another fixture that this
administration counts as a success. Increased campus
dialogue on issues ofmental health—sparked by programs
like the year-long Be Conscious campaign and the successful “What I Be” photo campaign—and sexual assault, led
by the organization’s commitment to Bystander Education
and events like the Jesuit panel on sexual assault, were
part of the administration’s efforts to create conversation
around stigmatized issues.
Though the organization has endeavored to bring
awareness to social issues through events and programming, completing the extensive policy work
that was initially outlined in Fiore-Chettiar
I and Marchese’s platform timeline proved
I challenging for the organization, with some
I of the initial plans outlined in their platform
I left incomplete.
“I think when we created this [timeline],
I this is what Chris and I at the time really
wanted to accompli h, based

I

the student feedback we had gathered. But, at the end of
the day, there are also 148—plus the freshmen—individuals in the organization who also have passions and goals
that they want to accomplish,” Fiore-Chettiar said. “And
so, it was recognizing that priorities have to shift—not
only based on the passions of the individuals in UGBC,
but also what’s relevant on campus at the time. Asa result, not everything in the timeline is accomplished, but
I would say we accomplished more than we outlined in
the timeline.”
Efforts at University policy change were stymied in
the fall with the absence of a dean of students, as onewas
needed to oversee any policy work pertaining to student
life that UGBC sought to complete. With conduct reform
and student life central to many of the organization’s policy
goals, UGBC administration postponed work on these
policies until the new dean of students, Thomas Mogan,
was appointed on Jan. 5.
“Perhaps we were naive to think that we could do all
of this in a year, and we definitely promised the student
body that we were going to be transparent with them,
and I think that where we could have done a better job
is communicating with them how difficult it is to work
on policy changes in one year, when BC is not internally
structured to proceed at a pace that the rest of us would
find acceptable,” Marchese said.
Furthermore, Marchese’s high-profile resignation in
November also threatened to stifle the goals, work, and
focus of the organization.
“I think that the way that it happened towards the end
of the semester, it definitely took up a lot of our time and
energy, specifically as an executive council,” Fiore-Chettiar
said. “Moving into this semester, it was really a priority of
ours to just move on, reenergize the organization, remind
everyone why we’re here, and start working on policy and
advocacy again.”
Bourff filled Marchese’s vacant position as executive vice president,
from his role as vice
initiatives.
presidentof
Marchese
emphasized that
\ Bourff's reISMBV

April: Fiore-Chettiar

and Marchese
into office

spectability, intentionality, and fresh perspective helped
assuage an otherwise challenging transition. For Bourff,
the transition was drawn out when facing the initial possibility of Marchese’s return, but upon his installment,
he was found he was quickly welcomed into his new
position.

“Once we determined that Chris wasn’t returning to
UGBC this semester, I was incredibly impressed by how
quickly the Student Assembly welcomed me and allowed
me to set some ambitious goals for our remaining semes-

ter]’ Bourff said in an email. “I expected that it would be

challenging to earn the respect of the assembly, and to
set their goals, but these are people who care intensely in
serving their fellow students.”
Fiore-Chettiar viewed the transition as an opportunity
to refocus and re-energize the organization in the second
semester.

“It really drove me to want to do even more than we
did not want that to be what this
organization was remembered for this year,” Fiore-Chettiar said. “It was definitely a driving force behind a lot of
what we accomplished second semester.”
Bourff considers the most important work of this
year’s leadership to be in the changes it’s made to BC’s
culture.
“The successes I am most proud of are the ones that
have actually changed student culture and behavior,”
Bourff said. “This year there is more dialogue on this
campus about race, sexual assault, LGBTQ issues, mental
health, ability, service, and socioeconomic class. That is
directly the result of the hard work ofevery member of
our undergraduate government. That would not have
happened in the same way without UGBC.”
UGBC’s Mid-Year Review, a report that evaluated
members’ perception of the organization and its leadership, showed that the undergraduate government remained internally optimistic through a time of transition.
The report,
which was made public to
the
student body, chronicles
members’ satisfaction
Mm
C\ with the executive
set out to do, because I

November: Bourff
sworn in as EVP

October: ‘What I
Be’ photo campaign

sworn

September: Be
Conscious campaign
established

S'lUv

November:

Marchese steps down

council (122 out of 129 members indicated that they
were pleased or very pleased with the performance of
Fiore-Chettiar) and addresses concerns for next semester,
such as increased accountability, communication, and
collaboration across the organization.
As for the organizations relationship with University
administration—namely Gustavo Burkett, director of
the Office of Student Involvement (OSI), and Mark
Miceli, the associate director of Student Engagement in
OSl—Fiore-Chettiar, Marchese, and Bourff noted Miceli’s
support and guidance in advocating for and working with
the organization.
“It’s different when you work with different administrators, not everyone has the same style,” Fiore-Chettiar
said. “But at the end of the day, it’s their job to support
you, and I’ve definitely felt that [support], at least in my
role—not
just with OSI, but also with Dean Mogan as
well.”
“It hasbeen a great pleasureto work with all ofUGBC
this year, including all of the executives,” Miceli said in an
email. “Nanci’s strong leadership during Chris’s resignation, and Connor’s willingness and ability to take on a
new role within UGBC really speakto their commitment
to UGBC and serving the students of Boston College.
As the year winds down I look forward to continuing
my work with them, and the new administration getting
sworn in this week.”
With Napoliand Hussey set to assume their positions
as incoming president and executive vice president next
week, Fiore-Chettiar hopes that they will be able to continue the transitioning ofUGBC’s role, and see to completion the policy work thatremains unfinished. When asked
what she hopes her administration will be remembered
for, Fiore-Chettiar said that promoting dialogue—through
policy and advocacy—has been a huge tenant ofthis term.
She cited UGBC’s speaking out following the die-in, the
panel on sexual assault givenby the Jesuits, and the free
expression proposalas signifiers
-ofthe direction the organiI
X
zation is headed ¦

April: Free Speech and
Expression policy passed
May: Napoli and
Hussey to be sworn
into office

March: Panel on
sexual assault with
the Jesuits

Pastry chef Fonseca moves from hotel kitchen to BC dining hall
around the
campus,” he said.
Used to the homogenous audience of
luxurious hotels year after year, Fonseca
feels refreshed by the diversity of people
he will serve at the University—individuals
focused on athletics, students invested in
any number of degrees, people of numerous
backgrounds.
“Okay,” he said, “now this is differentfrom
just honing in on what we do at a hotel.”
Indeed, Fonseca is looking forward to
serving a college audience, where students are
intensely focused on studies and a bit more
relaxed about the culinary side of his work.
“We’re trying to give people something
that is not only going to nourish them, but
maybe give them a little break from their
studies—a little treat,” he said.
In his role at BC, Fonseca supervises
the development and production of all the
pastries and desserts sold on campus, and
the flow of production changes depending
on the demands of that day’s schedule. On an
a freshman myself—touring

Fonseca, from A1
at the Charles Hotel where he would become

the executive pastry chef at 21. He then
moved to the West Indies, where he took
his talents to a luxury resort in St. Lucia.
For the last 16 years, Fonseca has worked at
Boston’s Four Seasons Hotel as the executive
pastry chef.
Fonseca was ready for a change—and
the mixed orders and numerous locations of
a college campus appealed to his search for
anew challenge.
BC discoveredFonseca when he taught a
cooking and pastry class at theFour Seasons
and two of his students happened to be BC
administrators. When they approachedhim
with a job opportunity, Fonseca saw it as
a chance for the change for which he had
been looking, anew, invigorating moment
in his career.
Upon being introduced to BC, Fonseca
felt like a prospective student. “I came and
visited the University, and I felt much like

Admitted Eagle Day, for example, the bakery
needs to produce pastries and desserts for
2,000 people.
“The bakery team has to work as a unit
and coordinate with each other on various
recipes and components in order for everything to come together!’ Fonseca said. “Baking
and pastry requires a bit more precision than
other aspects of everyday cooking, and even
the slightest variation in a recipe temperature
or the way something is mixed can affect the
end result and quality.”
While Fonseca has been successful in
bringing positive changes to the BC Bakery,
and has plans for the future of BC Dining in
general, he stressed the fact that he would
not have as much success if he didn’t have an
established, competent team in the kitchen
when he started. “I walked into a great
team —a great operationthat had an existing
reputation,” he said. “We’re building on what
was already a great thing.”
Fonseca craves feedback on his work,
and he has made the effort to reach out to

DREW HOO/ HEIGHTS EDITOR

Chocolate chip banana bread is among the new recipes Fonseca is bringing to BC.
BC students for their thoughts. In the fall,
he sat in Corcoran Commons and gave out
free cupcakes in an attempt to find out what

the students thought about his changes. He
also said that students approach him on a
regular basis to say what treats they enjoyed,

or, perhaps, didn’t like as much.

In his search for feedback, sometimes
simple reconnaissance is the best and easiest
trick in a chef’s arsenal.
“Just look at what they’re eating,” he
said. ¦

No grandiose, a couple cliches: actually saying goodbye this time

Connor Mi.i.las
“I saw on HBO they were advertising a
boxing match. They said, ‘lt’s a fight to the
finish’. That’s a goodplace to end’.’ Mitch
Hedberg
I lost $2O playing poker Friday night
thanks to a catastrophic missed straight
and a few bad bluffs. The art of lying has
always escaped me—growing up, my mom
could always smell fear (or maybe beer?)
on me from a mile away—and to date,
whenever I really dig in and try to sell a
tale, some damned faulty wiring twists
the corners of my mouth into a horrible
grin. It’s genetic. My dad’s been making
that same Michael Scott-esque face for as
long as I can remember, from back when
he was informing 4-year-old me that my
mom went to Spain and was never coming
back, to now, when he’s telling my mom
-

he bought just one, reasonably-priced
massive stone pig. (Pig quantity: two; price:
unreasonable.)
So, with that in mind, this is straightup, no smiling, the last thing I’ll ever write
for The Heights, even though I already
wrote a goodbye column back in November. This time I’m serious (assuming I pass
History of the Earth). I’ve been wracking
my brain for the last week and a half, but
I don’t have any non-bullshitty grandiose,
sweeping moral-of-the-story conclusions
in me—check out last Thursday’s issue and
my friend and illustrious titan of capitalism
Eleanor Hildebrandt for that. But I do have
something to leave behind after four years
at Boston College—aside from the suitcase
filled with crystal meth and 100,000rubles
that Ihid in Carney—so if you bear with
me once more, we’ll wrap this thing up
with a few thoughts.
1. Don’t underestimate the Gasson
basement bathroom. Please properly estimate it. I’ve said it before, and I’m saying it
one final time. O’Neill: too crowded. Bapst:
too small. Stokes: beautiful but encumbered by overpoweredflushing mechanisms. Carney: hah! McElroy: generally

looks like a bar fight recently finished up.
Lyons: kind of icky. Fulton: A&S kids catch
fire if they use the sinks. The Gasson basement bathroom is a good place for good
people, and coincidentally it’s also the
portal to the Chamber of Jesuit Secrets and
the resting place of Teary Hah Elf’s diary.
When in doubt, head for the Gathroom.
2. Value professors above pretty much
everything else when picking classes. I’ve
hit both ends of the teacher spectrum at
BC, which ranges from Dead Poets Society
enlightening to Ferris Bueller’s Day Off
miserable. When you find the good ones,
try and hang on to them. If you’re looking
to make moves in Add-Drop, my shortlist
for most impactful BC professors includes:
Professor Wells (Comm.), Professor Ingram (Comm.), Professor Kaplan-Maxfield
aka TKM (English), and Father McNellis
(I took Perspectives with him), who would
probably be driven half-mad by these
wordy sentences.
3. Feel free to hate this place sometimes. Maybe it’s an entitlement problem,
or maybe some people don’t ever grow up,
but there are a lot ofcrappy people at this
beautiful school, and not a lot of diversity

in the nightlife, especially for underclassmen. The same guys who were punching
holes in the ceiling my freshman year are
still working night in and night out to
make me glad my sister doesn’t go here. It’s
unfortunate, because those kinds of people
seem to dictate the scene and have a knack
for being the loudest and most visible
around campus. That, combined with a
social system basically built on exclusion
from freshman year forward, can wear you
the hell down. I don’t have a semblance of
a solution—my biggest regret about college
is that I went along for the ride far too
often. The BC social order is so ingrained
it practically feels mechanized. As soon
as you move in, you’re already on the
conveyor belt (sponsored by Rubinoff). But
it should piss you off that you’re busting
your ass to sneak into a suffocatingly moist
Mod, or fighting a crowd for 30 minutes to
grab a beer from the bar. If you can break
out of the heavy rotation, do it.
4. Make the most of it. Or don’t. Wow,
what a shitty cliche to close on, right? I
know, I hate me too. Here’s a few more,
you jerks: You’re the captain of your ship;
Be so good they can’t ignore you; Shoot

for the moon; Only you can prevent forest fires. Seriously, though, you can get
as much or as little out of college as you

pathetic
English majors to roll through BC in the
last decade, and that’s certainly my doing.
If the English departmentknew how many
books Eve actually read for class, they
would pull my degree and send me to
work in a coal mine. The most important
skills and lessons I learned in college came
from pouring myself into The Heights, interning during summers, and focusing on
the things I really cared about—friends,
music, writing, sandwiches, FIFA, etc. You
can walk out of here as dumb as the day
you walked in, or as wise as an old bespectacled tortoise. The choice is yours.
Let’s end with some levity.
“The thing that’s depressing about
tennis is that no matter how good I get, I
will never be as good as a wall’.’ Hedberg
again.
Thanks for reading.
want. I may be one of the most

-

Connor Mellas is a senior staffcolumnist
Heights. He can be reached at

for The

news@bcheights.com.
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BC’s Best face offfor
Modstock opening
The winners of Battle of the Bands and the SingerSongwriter Competition dueled to open for Ludacris
at Modstock this Thursday.
By Liz Holman
Heights Staff

For just a fleeting moment this past Thursday, Gasson

wasn’t the star of O’Neill plaza. Instead of the usual #gassongrams, Boston College students were snapping pictures
of theirfavorite musicalperformers inside of the main Arts

Fest tent, where four finalists from the singer-songwriter
competition and three finalists from Battle of the Bands
duked it out for a chance to open for Ludacris and an
extended play starter kit, with Wynnm Murphy, A&S TB,
taking it all home alongside Juice.
Facing a robust crowd and a panel of judges, Murphy
was the first to take the stage for the singer-songwriter
competition. She started the show off on a high note with her
original “Dear Minnesota” and “Cold.” Her incredible voice,
awesome stage presence (who isn’t a fan ofcorny jokes?), and
musical talent—she plays the guitar and harmonica—made
her a truly tough act to follow.
Next up was Lucas Allen, A&S T6, ironically singing his
song “Cure” while plagued with the common cold. Luckily,
his voice seemed to be unaffected. He delivered a fantastic
and endearing performance. With his shades and his cool
and eclectic musical style, Lucas proved himself a strong
contender.
Meghan and Katie Kelleher, LSOE T 6 and CSOM 18,
respectively, followed. The two sisters havebeen performing
together for as long as they can remember. They collaborated on two songs, “The Rookie” and “Physiognomy” both
of which speak to the female experience in powerful ways.
These lyrics combined with their strong, clear voices with a
bit of a twang made it clear that these two could hold their
own among the competition.
Last but certainly not least was Chris Paterno, performing two of his original songs, ’From Me, With All My Love”
and “Morning Light.” Chris’ vocal range and rhythm on the
guitar were impressive, and he even played around with
looping, creating a unique sound that hadn’t yet been heard
in the competition.
The venue soon became a battleground. The three final-

ists for the Battle of the Bands were competing for a chance
to open for Ludacris at Modstock on Thursday. First up was
Lucid Soul, who took the stage by storm in pajamas, as per
usual. BC’s favorite and most accomplished jam band gave
the crowd its usual show full of tangential solos and grooving choruses. It looks like JamesFarrell, Ted Faust, Andrew
Bishop, and John Mahoney, all A&S T5, are proof that once
you find your groove,it’s quite a treat.
Infidel Castro followed that remarkable performance
with some tunes of their own. What stood out about this
band was its range —it plays around with different styles,
making each song more interesting than the last. With John
Guzzi, A&S T 5 guitar, Dan Miller and Dan Hartel, both
A&S 15, on drums, and Shravan Challapalli, A&S 16, onvocals, they’re definitelya fun group to watch, and I have to say
I (ironically) turned into a believer. Infidel Castro skews more
towardrock than theother groups. The group has more rage,
and it was channeled well through a three-song set.
The final performance of the night was Juice, and it was
incredibly refreshing. Ben Stevens) CSOMI7, soulful voice
wooed the crowd. Christian Rougeau, A&S 17, did what
he does best on his violin and spat out a few verses. Kamau
Burton, A&S 17, proved himself on the guitar and on the
mic, and Chris Vu, A&S 17, had a few notable solos on the
keyboard, just to name a few. By the time this group tookthe
stage, the tent was nearly full. Its crew of sophomore male
groupies filled the rest of the tent. Juice took full advantage of
its now-warmed-up crowd, asking everyone to stand up and
dance along with them. Of course everyone did—who isn’t a
Juice groupie? The band closed with its rising staple “Where
I Wanna Be,” which in the end provedhard to beat.
After some brief deliberation, the judges casted their
votes, and Juice emerged victorious for the second year in
a row—maybe bloodied and bruised a bit—but even better
than it was last year.
BC’s Best really rang true to its name, as this event
showcased some ofBC s most talented kids on campus. It
attracted one of the largest crowds Arts Fest could boast,
and the winners will attract even bigger crowds now, with
the help of their incredible prizes. ¦

on

A cappella
goes three rounds at Arts Fest
The a cappella comunity of Boston College unite to close off the semester with three Arts Fest showcases.
By

Chris Fuller

Assoc. Arts S3 Review Editor
Amid murder mysteries and Shakespearean tragedies at Boston
College’s Arts Festival this weekend, the BC a cappella community
was given the chance to come together in celebration ofits spectrum
of culture. Each day of the festival, the O’Neill Plaza Tent at ArtsFest
rang with the voices ofBC’s a cappella groups. From The Heightsmen
and Bostonians to B.E.A.T.S and Dynamics to Sharps, Acoustics, and
Against The Current, each group chose a selection of its favoritehits
from this semester and previewed a few songs that it’s tampering
with. The a cappella community is one of the more diverse student
groups at BC and this variety contributed to the cultural range of
songs chosen for the showcases. The ArtsFest a cappella showcases
were a fitting, eclectic display of BC singers’ vocal talent that capped
off the semester’s a cappella season in style.
Having the showcases on all three days of Arts Fest highlighted
the presence that the a cappella groups have in the BC arts world.
For an hour each day, the a cappella groups took over the main Arts
Fest tent at O’Neill Plaza. The tent had a welcoming atmosphere that
allowed students to come and go as they pleased. The showcases also

had a nice progression from day to day. The Thursday and Friday
showcases led into the Saturday “Critics’ Choice” display. Seeing a
few minutes of each group each day raised the anticipationfor the
next performance and all of the groups gave better performances
as the daysprogressed.
The critics’ choice showcase was the pinnacle of the a cappella
performances. B.E.A.T.S. started things offwith a wonderful iteration of Smolcey Robinson’s “Cruisin’” and The Sharps closed out the
day with a transcendent Beatles cover, singing “Let It Be.” The most
impressive groupfeatured in Saturday’s show, however, had to be The
Bostonians. The group paraded three amazing covers, tackling Taylor
Swifts “Shake It Off’ Jackson s’s “I’ll Be There,” and an awesome
Neil Diamond compilation that featured “Girl, You’ll Be A Woman
Soon,” “Cherry Cherry,” and “Sweet Caroline.” The Bostonians
reached across an interesting variety of genres for their set list and
the combination didn’t disappoint. TheCritics’ Choice performance
was the culmination of the groups’ abilities and the selected hits
legitimately earned their places as the critics’ choices.
While Saturday’s performance captured the best hits of the a
cappella groups, Thursday’s and Friday’s performances were also
exemplary of the a cappella community’s essence. The Acoustics

played astonishing covers of The Who’s “Baba OTiley” and “Pinball
Wizard” Friday afternoon. The group followed up its Who compilation with a cover ofRadiohead’s “Creep” that was heart-wrenching.
The BC Dynamics changed the atmosphere with its formidable take
on Ella Henderson’ “Ghost.” Again, each group brought a different a
tone with its set list and stylization. Every ensemble seemed to have
more of a distinct style, which was impressive considering that there
were only seven groups performing.
To some BC students, the a cappella ensembles might all tend to
blend together. The three showcases at the Arts Festival did a nice
jobbringing together BC’s a cappella community and proved huge
distinctions between the many groups. The welcoming, inclusive
atmosphere of the showcases eliminated any sense of competition
between the different groups, and made for a much more celebratory
attitude toward the whole a cappella coterie. Spreading the shows
out across the three days built the anticipation of each successive
performance really well and made the final Critics’ Choice showcase
a rather impressive closer for a cappella’s semester. The Arts Festival
a cappella showcases united the a cappella world in instances of
camaraderie that illuminated the complimentary diversity of the
featured groups. ¦
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Hip-hop artists emerge from Underground
BC hip-hop artists fight against underrepresentation on campus with ‘Underground’ show at Arts Festival.
By

John Wiley

Editor-In-Chief
The tech crew, positioned in the
back of the tent, had to squint over
several dozen rows of empty seats to
see the happenings on stage. A modest
Friday evening audience scattered
the festival space mostly friends
and a few others who happened upon
the performance on their way across
campus. This was Boston College
Underground, an event created two
years ago to give underrepresented
artists a place in the University’s annual
Arts Festival.
Three runs in, and it’s a shame
the term “underrepresented” still
needs to be tagged onto the group
whenever the festival rolls into town.
Hip-hop headliners can quickly push
the University’s annual Modstock
concert to full ticketed capacity, but
for BC’s own hip-hop community, the
audience is still lacking.
Underground remains a vital
event for hip-hop performers at BC,
a platform for veterans and a testing
ground for emerging acts. From the
back of the tent, it might have looked
like a sea of empty seats on Friday, but
from the performers’ perspective, each
empty seat was a sign of

potential.

in scope, Underground is a major-

William Bolton, A&S ’l6, has been
a part of Underground for three years,
and in that time, evolved from an eager
freshman just looking to get out his
mixtape to a professional performer,
opening for national acts like the
Chainsmokers and Cody Simpson. With
his band the Royal Oaks (Dan Lyle, also
A&S ’l6, on keys and Victor Araromi,
A&S ’l7, on drums), Bolton delivered
a particularly strong set Friday. He
closed the evening with “Let’s Stay
Together,” his 2014 single which is now
nearing 180,000 listens on Soundcloud.
The crowd—ushered
by Bolton to the
foot of the stage halfway through the
set —was
singing along at this point, as
the Detroit soul singer paced across the
stage with a confident step and a safari
hat.
Reminiscent of a younger Bolton—at least in terms ofambition—newcomer
Emmanuel Laguerre, WCAS TB, had
earlier opened the night with his debut
single “The World Is Yours.” The heavy,
fast-paced track lyrically details the
freshman rapper’s emergence on BC’s
music scene as Phenom V. Although
the event is relatively
small

artery into the University’s music
scene, a place for young artists to

prove themselves. Friday’s venue was
a challenge Laguerre boldly accepted,
exhibiting both bravado and wit on
stage.

Lyle, performing solo under the
moniker the Island, proved to be the
most cerebral act of the night, mixing
selections from his recent EP with a
collection of electronic tracks to create
an ethereal sound aesthetic. Decidedly
more understated than his showing
last year (in which he wore a mask and
brought a noose on stage), Friday’s set
showcased Lyle’s talents as a producer.
The face of campus record
label Chorduroy, Lyle is a pioneer in
the production and distribution of
independent music at BC. The Island
was anew act last April, still looking
for recognition from the campus music
scene. This go around, Lyle’s show
was much more about the music
than the crowd. It was withdrawn
and thoughtfully

executed.
Daniel Imahiyerobo, A&S ’l6, and
his hip-hop compatriot Daniel Suarez,
from Wheelock College, returned to
the O’Neill main stage this year far
matured from some of the group’s
earlier performances, which have erred
sophomoric so far as lyricism goes. The
upbeat “Here Comes the Sun” solidified
Imahiyerobo and Suarez as storytellers,
and overall, it was a very impressive
night for the hip-hop duo.
Diversifying the night’s offerings
was breakdance crew Conspiracy
Theory, adding a visual spark to the
night with its ever-impressive repertoire
of moves.
“Underrepresented” might seem
like a loaded term to describe the work
of all rappers and breakdancers at BC,
and each year, it’s repeated in the event’s
billing. You won’t see anyone marketing
the underrepresented thespians

Every spring, the Arts Council invites the
University to see some “performances
and showdowns” from this ragtag group.
Audience participation is “welcomed
and encouraged,” the event’s description
reads —as if the few dozen of us there
should have felt free to snag the mic
mid-performance and drop a few verses
of our own.

But the truth is that BC’s hipalso
misunderstood. There were some
spectacular performances on stage
Friday, and while the artists themselves
were not necessarily underrepresented
at the event, the 9,000 undergraduates
currently at BC certainly were. It was an
evening of innovative, original, and often
subversive thoughts, flung at the chasm
of empty seats and everything

hop is under-appreciated—and

they represented. ¦

or a cappella artists

of BC.

Murder and
mayhem in O’Connell
The Committee for Creative Enactments came together to solve the ‘Blue’s Clues’ star’s murder.
By

JamesFarrell

Heights Senior Staff

brutally
murdered Saturday night in the O’Connell
Steve from Blues Clues was

House on Upper Campus.
His iconic green-striped shirt was
torn by a mysterious murderer’s knife as
his lifeless body fell to the ground from
the second story balcony with a jarring
thud. The crowd of captivated onlookers
erupted in cackling laughter. A team of
all-star detectives—including Velma Dinkley, Nancy Drew, Encyclopedia Brown,
the Hardy Boys, Carmen San Diego, and
Dora the Explorer (who these days goes by
Dorman the Exploreman, after a brave sex
change)—was put on the case.
That was the premise behind the
Committee for Creative Reenactments
(CCE)’s Murder Mystery Musical, the
comedy troupe’s first-ever attempt at
musical theater. A group of washed-up
child detectives enter a court-ordered
rehab program in Steve’s mansion and
are forced back into work to find Steve’s
killer. And while the body that fell from
the second floor was merely a prop, the
drama and comedy were veryreal, thanks
to an expertly crafted script, an incredibly
thoughtful production, and a cast of dedi-

cated comedians successfully breaking
out of theircomfort zones to shine in the
musical spotlight.
The most surprising and satisfying

part of “Lady in Red” was its depth. It
couldbe readapted as a legitimateBroadway musical with full-fledged character
development and dramatic plots just as

easily as it could be trimmed down to a
low-drama Saturday Night Live Sketch.
Indeed, the characters of “Lady in Red”
could have easily been caricatures, mere
sketches ofpeople looselyadhering to the
trope of “washed-up child detective.” For
a comedyshow, that’s all you need to succeed: the essential traits that make those
characters unique and funny.
These characters, however, proved
to be significantly more fleshed-out than
anyone could have expected. Nancy Drew
(Serena Entezary, A&S ’l5) married her
high school sweetheart and feared being
trappedin a life with a man she no longer
felt affection for, ultimatelyturning to pills.
Carmen San Diego (Jill Lawler, CSON ’l5)
wore

her characteristic gloves to hide the

severe burn marks from a heist gone awry

that disgusted and scared away a man that
she loved. Encyclopedia Brown (Zander
Weiss, A&S ’l5) now goes by “Leroy”
and has become a homeless alcoholic.
He falls in love with Nancy Drew to feel
somethingfor the first time in a long time.
The mere fact that these characters are so
deeply rooted in childhood experience
and are unexpectedly given such deepand
depressing storylines add as much to the
humor as it does to driving the mechanic
ofthe plot.

Give these complex and absurd arcs to
seasoned comedians, and you get a production that strikes a delicate balance between great humor and surprising drama.
Lawler shined in her depiction ofCarmen
San Diego, whose floaty, whimsical air
concealed the secret drama of her character while bringing laughter whenever she
went. Rachel Maillet, A&S T5, who played
Velma, nailed the fine-line between the
endearingly dorky “Scooby Doo” detective we all once loved and the increasingly
unhinged and sexuallyrepressed woman
that she has since become. Entezary and
Weiss perfectly captured theawkwardness
in Nancy Drew and EncyclopediaBrown’s
mutualromantic interest, which is complicated by the former’s marriage.
And although some of these actors and actresses were neither singers,
nor seasoned veterans of musical theatre—that much was clear from their
often-noticeable difficulties in projecting
to the room—the show’s most charming
moments were its music. The songs were
hysterical and sweet, well crafted and witty. Like all professional musicals, there was
an overture, there were recurring musical
motifs, and there was a pit orchestra. And
like all professional musicals, there was a
plot, depth and a whole lot of humor. For
“Lady InRed,” the CCE was at the absolute
top of its game, with all its members firing
on all cylinders to deliver one of the best,
most original productions of the year. ¦
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Arts Festival ends with a song and dance celebration set to bOp!
By

Sean Keeley

to its own big band style. The show kicked off with the

ing saxophoneand vibraphonesparts. For Ed Sheeran’s
angry, fast-paced single, “Don’t,” bOp! added a full horns

old standard “Smack Dab in the Middle,” a tune which
found the jazz ensemble confidently in its comfort zone,
but the band also stretched by including newer hits
in its set, including two Meghan Trainor songs. Who
would have thought that the bubblegum pop of “Dear
Future Husband” and “All About That Bass” could feel
at home with a big band arrangement? On Saturday, BC
bOp! proved that it could, and cleverly incorporated a
prominent upright bass part for thelatter song.
Two of the evening’s musical highlights came in
the latter half of the show, with performances of Van
Morrison’s “Moondance” and Ed Sheeran’s “Don’t” that
showed off the ensemble’s versatility. “Moondance”
is exactly the kind of jazzy song that is in the group’s
wheelhouse, but Saturday’s arrangement didn’t simply
mimic Morrison’s original. Instead, the band played
with the tempo, starting off with an accelerated pace
and then slowing it down for a series of solos, includ-

section to the chorus, which instantly transformed the
song and ratcheted up the energy level for the dancers
up front. (And kudos to vocalist Matt Hewett, A&S ‘l6
) who kept up with Sheeran’s mile-a-minute lyrics.)
On the dance front, the show was as stylistically
diverse as its music. Fuego del Corazon brought the
heat with an impressive Latin couples dance, while
Full Swing delivered a crowd-pleasing swing routine to
“Classic” and BC Irish Dance turned its click-clacking
heels to “Uptown Funk.”
Some groups cleverly incorporated mini-narratives
into their performance. The South Asian dance group
MASTI, for instance, performed a dance routine about
courtship,complete with lip-synced dialogue interludes.
Dance Organization of Boston College had a cleverly
choreographed number to Jason Mraz’s “I’m Yours,”
as the group’s only male dancer, Andrew Troum, A&S
T6, passed around a bouquet of flowers to the eight

to
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The Main Tent on O’Neill Plaza was packed to capacity on Saturday night as scores of student dancers, a team
of professional choreographers, and Boston College’s
premiere jazzensemble ensured that Arts Festival ended
with a bang—or at least a bop.

Returning for the umpteenth time this year, Dancing
with bOp! remained one of the top attractions at Arts
Festival, bringing together a slew of diverse musical
and dance talents for a performance that comfortably
bounced between genres. Sebastian Bonaiuto, director
ofbands, was on hand to direct the performance. With
the added contributions of four professional choreographers, this year’s iteration of Dancing with bOp! had
even more talent to offer than usual.
One of the most impressivequalities about BC bOp!
is the group’s adaptability, which was on full display
Saturday night as the band constantly switched gears

adapt to new genres, or adapted modern pop hits

WEEKEND

COMEDY
MY MOTHER’S FLEABAG
FRIDAY; O’NEILL PLAZA
The improv comedy group held its reunion show Friday night. My Mother’s
Fleabag featured alumni Fleabaggers
who performed alongside the current

Fleabaggers.

DANCE

RECAP

THEATER

BC dance teams were given opportunities
to strut their styles each day of the festival.

Late Friday night after Underground,
Boston College students presented
10-minute plays written, directed, and
performed by BC students

There were normal showcases Thursday
and Saturday afternoon and a critics’
choice showcase Friday afternoon.

The BC University Chorale performed
in the O’Neill Plaza tent Thursday afternoon. Its show featured a cover of The
Lion Kings “Circle of Life” and selections
from the group’s Spring Concert.

CHILDREN’S THEATER
SATURDAY, O’NEILL PLAZA
The Theater Department put on a 45minute rendition of the children’s fantasy
classic, The Princess Bride, Saturday
afternoon as the festival started winding down.

BC’s most original comedians
came together for a stand-up comedy
show Friday evening at the O’Neill plaza
tent, warming audiences up for the My

LEGALLY BLONDE
SATURDAY, O’NEILL PLAZA

Fleabag show.

ASININE

Several excerpts from the recently soldout Bonn Studio performances of Legally

THURSDAY, O’NEILL PLAZA

Blonde were presented to viewers in the
O’Neill Plaza tent late Saturday after-

The sketch comedy/improv group had a
show in the O’Neill Plaza tent Thursday
afternoon and its “60 Smiles Per Hour”
show Friday and Saturday night.

/
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MISC.
UNIVERSITY CHORALE
THURSDAY, O’NEILL PLAZA

THURSDAY, FRIDAY,
AND SATURDAY
O’NEILL PLAZA

Some of

DREW HOO

A notable addition to this year’s version of Dancing
with bOp! was the presence of four elite, professional
choreographers. Tara McCrystal and Tony Tucker of
Boston and Eileen Kielty and Sharlane Conner of New
York were called on to shake things up, crafting original
choreography for several numbers and uniting dancers
from different campus groups to work together. Dancers
who participated in these pieces only had three hours to
learn the choreography, but it didn’t show. The professional numbers were ably handled by a cross-section of
BC’s finest dancers, who stretched themselves as they
tried on new dance styles with unfamiliar partners.
Ultimately, though, Dancing with bOp! was a celebration ofBC tradition, repeating the winning formula
that has made it an audience hit for so many years. As the
show concluded, BC bOp! returned to its old-time swing
roots with “That Cat Is High,” inviting student dancers
and crowd members up to the stage to dance, and sending the rest of the crowd into the night swinging. ¦

AFTERHOURS THEATRE
FRIDAY, O’NEILL PLAZA

DANCE SHOWCASES

STAND-UP COMEDY
FRIDAY; O’NEILL PLAZA

Mother’s

female dancers.

noon.

TATIANA PETROVICK

/
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DANIELLA FASCIANO

/
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LAUGHING MEDUSA READ-

INGS

SATURDAY, STOKES LAWN
The Laughing Medusa presented female
artists reading poetry, dancing, singing,
and acting Saturday afternoon in Stokes
Lawn Tent.

READINGS BY FACULTY
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY,

GASSON 100
A host of BC professors held readings in
Gasson 100 on Friday and Saturday afternoon, including this year’s Faculty Award
Recipient, Elizabeth Graver.

DANIELLA FASCIANO / HEIGHTS EDITOR
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Summer Lin
Assist. Arts E3 Review Editor

Castro delved into songs such as “Temptations,” “Preaching,” “Between Friends,” “Suavez,”
and “Missed Connections.” Finishing its set with a piece loosely titled “Kendall,” the group
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was notable for its powerful guitar solos and
breadth of original work.
Even with Southiere from
Small Talk filling in for
Andrew Bishop, A&S /
T5, on drums,
Lucid Soul
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usual im-
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James Farrell,
A&S T5, on lead
vocals and guitar,
performed an eclectic
mix of covers and original
songs. Backed by John Mahoney,
a Berklee senior on bass and Ted Faust,
A&S 15, on guitar, the group began its set with covers of Mark
Ronson’s “Uptown Funk,” the Rolling Stone’s “You Can’t Always Get
What You Want,” and Tom Petty’s “American Girl.” In addition to
covers, the group performed “Wasting Daylight” off their debut EP.
In a departurefrom the indie rock headliners for the festival, Slainte,
an Irish folk band, offered an impressive arrayof instrumentation and folk
covers. Led by Brady Conley, A&SI6, on bass and lead vocals, the Bos- A
ton-based band was distinguished by its usage of stringed instruments ijl
and faithful renditions ofrock and country blues covers. Even without MM
a drummer, the band featured a plethora ofinstruments —from Mike
Perillo, A&S 15, on guitar, James Harrington, A&S 15, on tin whistle
and harmonica, Jon Harrington on fiddle, and Pat
O’Donovan, BC 13, on accordion and mandolin. /*
Along with renditions of Johnny Cash’s “Ring /¦
of Fire” and “Folsom Prison Blues,” the group k%
performed covers of classics such as Van £3
Morrison’s “Brown-Eyed Girl” and Metallica’s 13
“Whiskey in the Jar” as well as Boston anthems, ya Rti
such as the Droplock Murphys’ “Shipping Up Yi?- I
to Boston.” Counterbalancing to the classic rock
influences of the headliners, Slainte stood out as
one of the more unique performances of the /‘inn*
/
festival.
While the debate is up in the air over
whether or not the Music Guild truly
broke the “BC Bubble,” the festival brought
greater exposure to a crop ofBoston’s solo
artists and local musical talentwhile affording BC students the opportunity to branch
out from Chestnut Hill and explore the greater
YB
Boston area. ¦
:

.

No one knows where the metaphorical “BC Bubble” came from, but somehow the
term stuck. While programs such as BC to Boston were created in recent years to
encourage students to venture outside of the Chestnut Hill area, the Music Guild
brought some of Boston College’s brightest talent to downtown Boston this past
Bm Saturday afternoon. Located at Faneuil Hall Marketplace and Quincy Market,
“Break the Bubble” featured 27 musical acts framed under the format of a music
festival. While the Music Guild has attempted to bring BC s music scene to a wider
community in past years, “Break the Bubble” was the first to feature two separate
V stages, and was markedly expanded from previous years.
Originating as a country folk quintet from Massachusetts, the Novel Ideas gained
prominence in the Boston music scene and began touring nationally after graduating from
\ BC in 2012. Headlining “Break the Bubble,” the Novel Ideas openedto a large crowd of
\ students and local residents alike. Blending elements of country and folk music, the
p \ five-piece band boasts of three different songwriters and vocalists.
Emphasizing harmony-driven sound, Daniel Radin, Danny Hoshino, and Sarah
H Grella, all BC ’l2, were featured as lead vocalists while James Parkington, the bassnpf ist for the group, provided back-up vocals. Combining indie rock influences with
country folk, the Novel Ideas began the set with a rendition of “I’m Not Waiting.”
Performing both previously unreleased work from its upcoming album and staple
songs from Home, the band’s debut album, the Novel Ideas conveyed an impressive
quality of balanced sound in a music festival setting. The five-piece finished off its set
with
performances of“Montana Mountain” and “I’ll Try” to the raucous
\
cheers of the crowd.
Up next, Small Talk—formerly known as Seaver’s Express
\
I in BCs music scene—brought psychedelic stylings to Quincy Market. OfFering a blend of indie rock and psychedelic
rHf funk, Small Talk offered a wide breadth of original singles
Kt and classic rock covers. The Boston-based band began with
' a single ofF its debut EP, titled Us Kids. Led by Sean Seaver,
A&S T6, on lead vocals, the group performed singles such as
“Brothers,” “2x2,” and “Strawberry Milk.” Since the band’s
reinvention from SeaversExpress, the group has developed
a more psychedelic and experimental sound. Backed by
K.,<w Connor Gallagher, CSOM T6, on bass, Zoe Ainsburg
M27 on vocals and keyboard, Chris Southiere on drums, both
W Berklee T6, Small Talk delved into covers of “Dreams” by
Fleetwood Mac and “My Generation” by the Who.
Incorporating alternative rock influences,
Infidel Castro took to the stage with a hard
rock sound. A relative newcomer to
BC s music scene, the four-piece
group utilized impressive
guitar riffs and elements
of classic rock. Led by
Shravan Challapalli,
T
A&S ’l6, on lead
V \ vocals and guitar,
B the group per\ formed origir
i nal work and

'

By

\B&
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~The arts from outside the tent

The legacy of Coachella: Are three-day music festivals still worth it?
Summer Lin
Around mid-April of every year, nonCalifornians who can’t afford the plane
ticket and the unlucky many that failed
to snag a three-day festival pass experi-

ence a specific type of FOMO—what

I
like to call the “Coachella variety.” Three
days packed in the sweltering desert with
no proper restroom facilities, overpriced
stadium food, and enough flower crowns
and fringe-lined fanny packs to fill the
stockroom of an Urban Outfitters hardly
sounds like anyone’s idea of a perfect
579,000
time. Except that it is—for
people to be exact. With the Coachella
Valley, located in Indio, Cali, swelling
from zero to tens of thousands of people
every year, the Coachella Valley Music
and Arts Festival hasn’t died down by its
16th run and doesn’t look like it’s going
to anytime soon.

By now, many have aired their grievances with the once widely-acclaimed
festival. It began in 1993 as a Pearl

lam concert

at the

Empire Polo Club

as a way to boycott venues controlled

by Ticketmaster. In 1999, Paul Tollett
and AEG Live organized the inaugural
Coachella music festival over a two-day
concert. The festival has blossomed since
then—with consecutive three-day weekend lineups held everyyear in April. The
success brought in by Coachella can be
seen in many places—from the festival’s
record-breaking $78.3 million gross in
2014 to inspiring similar festivals across
the country, such as Lollapalooza in Chicago, Governors Ball in New York City
and Bonnaroo in Tennessee.
Beyond its associated drug culture,
critics have pointed to Coachella’s celebrity endorsement scene. At last year’s
Coachella, Lea Michele was paid a hefty
sum of $20,000 from Lacoste to wear the
brand at the festival. Vanessa Hudgens
boasted a similar sponsorship, earning
$15,000 from McDonalds to attend its
pool party while Aaron Paul received
$15,000 for just showing his face. Once
touted as a form of escapism in Indio’s

picturesque Coachella Valley, the festival
has since been accused of forsaking

of past headliners from the likes of Paul
McCartney, Wu-Tang Clan, Radiohead,

musicianship for commercialization by

Eminem, Kanye West, Jay-Z, Foo Fighters, Madonna, Amy Winehouse, and
Beck, Coachella is notable for featuring
both big-name artists and little-known
musicians. Drake, Jack White, and hard
rock veteran AC/DC are set to headline
this year while artists such as Tame
Impala, Alabama Shakes, Interpol, alt-J,
Belle and Sebastian, FI<A Twigs, and
Florence and the Machine are also slated
to perform. What sets Coachella apart
from other East Coast festivals is its

paying off celebrities to attend.
At its core, however, Coachella serves
as a trendsetter for fashion and a mecca

for music. Looking past the criticism of
festivalgoers appropriating Indian and
Native American culture, Coachella
fashion has moved beyond just flower
crowns and fringe tops in recent years.
This year’s festival street wear has seen

the likes of kimono tops, 70s mix-andmatch prints, loose and flowing silhouetted dresses, and the wide-brim hat
that has been a festival staple for years.
Following just a few weeks after Fashion
Month, Coachella allows for the eclectic,
free-spirited fashion experimentation
outside the constraints of everyday wear.
In the Coachella Valley, nothing is offlimits. (Except for maybe appropriating
the Bindi. Take it from Selena Gomez.)
More than that, Coachella, at its best,
shows off the primary reason for the
festival’s inception —its music. Boasting

emphasis on emerging artists, exposing
festival-goers to a wide range of musical
genres and gaining exposure for littleknown musicians.

People also seem to forget that
Coachella celebrates art in addition to
music. Showcasing work from little-

known artists, installations from this
year’s festival featured Poetic Kinetics, Do Lab, Christian Ristow, and the
Haas Brothers. With each passing year,
art and sculpture work has grown into

large-scale interactive events for festivalgoers.
Coachella has lost some of its
esteemed credibility in recent years.
The music and arts festival has been
dismissed by critics as passe —a once
shining beacon of musicianship now
reduced to celebrity sponsorship deals
and luxury brand endorsements. While
Coachella has seen an increase in commercial partnerships in the present
day—with sponsorship deals from H&M
and Heineken—the festival has managed
to preserve the sanctity and focus of the
event. It’s still about honoring music’s
best and providing festival goers with an
immersive experience in both fashion
and art.
Maybe someday we’ll make it out
to Indio instead of enviously scrolling
through Coachella experience blogs and
Gigi Hadid’s glamorous Instagram posts.

Summer Lin is the Asst. Arts S3 Review
Editor for The Heights. She can be
reached at arts@bcheights.com.
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TEMPEST
M\

W/ e’ve

read Shakespeare in tattered

A\ ml paperbacks during high school. You
f M\ #/ probably watched Franco Zeffirelli’s

MV/
V/

meo
Juliet whenever your
class traveled to fair Verona. Hopefully you caught Joss Whedon’s bare

but beautiful interpretation of Much Ado About Nothing.
We’ve seen the bard in parks. And you’ve either seen the
bard somewhere in Robsham in the past three years or you
will again.
But The Tempest felt different. It didn’t do anything
drastic like place the play in a post-apocalyptic future. All
the parts —performance, design, lighting—just
seemed to
come together in one perfect storm. The show made you
feel anxious, then warm. It made you laugh and made some
eyes water a bit.
“We are such stuff as dreams are made of,” our guide
Prospera says late in the play. It’s a line prematurely written
for a cute Tumblr page. But when Sarah Mass, A&S T5, says
it under warm lighting, it feels much more than a turn of
phrase. It’s a cathartic payoff.
Shakespeare’s play begins on an unnamed island somewhere in the Caribbean Sea with a literal tempest, as
Prospera’s daughter Miranda looks on. Then comes a storm
of exposition. The rightful and deposed duke of Milan, Prospera has called in a storm to strand her past wrongdoers,
sister
those who usurped her rightful seat in Milan—her
co-conspirator
Antonia and
Queen Alonsa of Naples. These
two women of power are stranded across theisle, along with
a retinue of fools, schemers, and the queen’s son, Ferdinand,
who just can’t wait to fall in love.
Prospera, with the unwilling help of the nature spirit
Ariel, played by Julianne Quaas, A&S T5, who races across
the stage like a restless tempest herself, and Caliban, the
native monster of the island played by Dustin Pazar, A&S
T5, with just the right note of humanity.
Once the play gets going, it’s hard to not get swept up
in the production. Director Patricia Riggin trades Shakespeare’s original male Prospero, among other characters, for
female alternatives, but the shift worked. It’s a credit to both
Shakespeare and Riggins direction that the transferfrom a
father-daughter relationship could so easily be traded for a
mother-daughter one.
The Tempest has most of what the bard is known for:
romance, violent political plot bent on usurpation, a handful of barbed tongues, and even a bit of magic. The Tempest
isn’t as easily categorized into comedy and drama. It’s a play
that’s trying to figure it out as it goes along, led by Prospera’s
wavering will. Throughout the play, the audience isn’t sure if
the powerful Prospera will chose vengeance or forgiveness.
Eventually though, the story rests on forgiveness.
The Tempest is about restoring balance, and whether that
balance is best restored through vengeance or forgiveness.

JOY LI

Ryan Dowd
Arts & Review Editor
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And that’s what Riggins production does so well—balance.
Every shift in lighting, and every string struck added and
fit to the performance of the actors.
Mass wears Prospera’s sparkling green robe with an easy
air. She deals almost exclusively with the audience, pulling
the threads of the story off along with her craft. Mass is
equal parts warmth and sternness.
Pazar handles Caliban well. He straddles monstrosity
and humanity. Pazar crawls around on stage hissing and
growling, but in rare moments Caliban has insightful, empathetic things to say —and in those moments he rises upright,
Pazar’s tone begins to match those of his counterparts, accompanied by sweet strings and warmer light.
The Tempest, as its name suggests, starts with a storm. It’s
made out as a full theater event —the ship and its members
racing up and down the stairs and across the second level,
t was a full sensory experience—crack of thunder and flash
rf lighting. At points during the show, audience members
:ould have reached out and touched actors scrambling
rp and down the steps of the theater. At another, Mathew
Appleby’s, A&S ’l5, Trinculo sat down in the first few rows
with some unsuspecting, amused fellows.
Appleby’s Trinculo and Leo Bond’s, LSOE ‘l5, Stephano
formed a hearty comedic duo. Bond plays a natural drunk.
Eventually, they join Caliban as the play’s comedic trio. It’s
funny when Stephano pours wine down Caliban’s throat,
but in many ways inhumane.
Kylie Fletcher, A&S TB, as Miranda and William Krom,
A&S T6, as Ferdinand portray a much sweeter pair. Both
Fletcher and Krom are the picture of earnestness, Krom
especially.
The Tempest is a play ripe for interpretation. It’s the
subject of much critical and literary theory that would be
rude to bore you with. It’s a play that could be seen as a
meta-vehicle for Shakespeare’s own career—the
island as
the stage and Prospera the sorceress as the bard himself. It’s
been popularized as a tale of post-colonialism—the monster
Caliban and spirit Ariel enslaved to the white ruler Prospera,
and then the drunk Stephano. The play, though, balanced
these interpretations into one clear story. In some ways, the
production seemed to restore Shakespeare’s original tale
from a web of interpretations.
At the end of the play, in a flourishing touch, Prospera
gives her final aside to the crowd, asking the crowd to send
her off with applause. And as usual Mass delivers the line
with a clear sincerity. And when she said the final lines,
the audience was frozen. It knew what it was supposed to
do—clap. But for a beat, it couldn’t. But with a playful tilt
of the head, Mass conjured the audience into applause. You
didn’t know you were watching a great performance until
that final moment, when you realize you’d see it all again
tomorrow.

What a fitting end to Robsham’s year. ¦
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No. 4 Eagles bounced from ACC Tournament by rival Syracuse
try and escape.

Meloro

Staff

In the movie Buried, Paul Conroy—
played by Ryan Reynolds—wakes up to
find that he’s
Syracuse
14_
College
Boston
13 been placed
in a coffin
and buried alive somewhere in Iraq.
He has no idea how he’s gotten there,
armed with nothing but a Zippo lighter
and a Blackberry. The movie is shot
entirely inside the coffin, and follows
as he uses everything at his disposal to

The Boston College lacrosse team
must’ve felt similarly claustrophobic
when it suddenly found itself down 5-0
to the Syracuse Orange 16:17 into the
quarterfinals of the ACC Tournament.
The Eagles had barely touched the ball,
and without Mikaela Rix on the field,
things looked grim for BC. The offense
looked lost, and the defense looked
downright porous.
This wasn’t an unfamiliar scene for
the Eagles, however, who have made it
a habit toward the end of the year to

sleepwalk through the first part of the
game before roaring back and winning.
The Eagles ended the first half with a
small run, cutting Syracuse’s lead to
two twice at 6-4 and 7-5, and went into

halftime down 8-5 when Syracuse’s
leading scorer, Kayla Treanor, netted a

goal with under a minute and a half to
go. Sarah Mannelly led the late surge for
BC, scoring a hat trick in just over four
minutes. Mannelly constantly slashed
her way through Syracuse’s man defense, which had stifled BC’s movement
in front of the crease.

Standing in the Eagles’ way all
game long was Syracuse goalieKelsey
Richardson. In the first half alone,

Richardson notched sevensaves on BC’s
15 shots, an absurd save percentage, and
one of the major reasons why Syracuse
extended its lead so early and often.
In the second half, Mannelly scored
twice more, but it was freshman twosport athlete Kenzie Kent who took the
reigns toward the end of the game, keeping BC in stride with the Orange.
Syracuse took the lead three times
in the final 15 minutes of the game, and

three times Kent pulled the Eagles even.
Syracuse could not stop the 5-foot-6
midfielder, who spun, dodged, and drove
past defenders and beat Richardson.
Kent scored five goals on the day and
added an assist to be BC’s leading pointscorer on the day.
BC’s Achilles heel this season has
unquestionablybeen its defense, as the
Eagles scored the most goals per game
in the ACC. Syracuse deftly and easily
exploited every hole that presented it-

See Lacrosse, C
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On an unseasonably cold Sunday afternoon in Chapel Hill,
N.C., the Boston College baseball team (22-21, 9-14 ACC)
exited the diamond in perfect tune with the chilly weather.
Looking to build upon its five-game winning streak coming
into the weekend, BC hit an unyielding Carolina blue wall
in the form of the No. 21 North Carolina Tar Heels (28-15,

13-10 ACC).
Previously hot Birdball bats were stymied by UNC pitching
to the tune of one run scored in a three-game weekend series
sweep. Even with a winter of epic proportions in the rear view
mirror, the Eagles hadn’t been this cold all year.
Friday night’s opener produced the most tightly contested
matchup of the weekend as a pitcher’s duel broke out between BC’s Mike King (1-3) and UNC’s Zac Gallen (3-3). In a
showcase of dominance from both team’s starters, King and

Gallen each finished what they began. King tossed his second
consecutive

complete game (eight innings), allowing only one

run on five hits, while Gallen threw a complete game shutout,

striking out eight and surrendering a stingy three hits.
The only run of the game came in the second inning, as
King walked Tar Heel shortstop Logan Warmoth with the
bases loaded. Small mistakes usually come back to haunt you

See Baseball, C
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By Johnny Carey

disappointment,there
areforgotten small victoriesfor BC

By now, the story has been told
again and again: The 2014-15 year
for Boston College Athletics has been
weird, heartbreaking, gut-wrenching,
and dismal. Everyone has heard about
the Beanpot losses and other trophies
that fell through the Eagles’ hands,
the futile efforts of our basketball
teams, and other shortcomings. At
this point, that wide right kick in the
Pinstripe Bowl has cemented its place
in BC folklore.

I would know, I’ve written about
a lot of it. From football falling short
against Clemson to the countless
hard-fought basketball games and

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

is a dark cloud that falls violently from

above and encircles everything.
But every win is a moment of clarity. While the failures feel like a blur,
the small victories are a crystal clear
atmosphere in my mind—reminders
that it is not all for naught. Over the
past year, BC has two of these moments that need to be revived from
the depths of the abyss.
October 3rd, 2014: Men’s Soccer at No. 1 Notre Dame

Friday nights on a college campus
do not mean soccer games streamed
from your phone, but that’s what I
found myself engrossed in as BC got
some airtime from the worldwide
leader in sports.
After sitting through an entertaining 3-2 home loss to Clemson two
weeks before, I had gotten my first
taste of what was to come out of BC
athletics this year —that so-close-yetso-far feeling. I was thirsty for more

and looking to get over the hump,
so I set up ESPN3 on my laptop in a
friend’s double, with no expectation
other than the possibility of a goalfilled game.
I ended up getting the exact opposite of that, but that didn’t matter after
the Eagles upset the best team in the
country, 1-0, in South Bend, Ind.
I watched Ike Normensinu steal
a horrendous attempt at a back pass
from the Irish defender and slot
home the only goal of the game after
15 minutes, and then I watched the
Eagles hold on as the far superior
Fighting Irish bombarded Alex Kapp
with 19 total shots.
As my friends forced me out to
White Mountain for ice cream and
I transitioned to the stop-and-go
stream on my iPhone, I held on to

hope.
In a symbolic moment, I was passing Gasson as a Notre Dame attacker
sent a low, fizzing shot past Kapp and

Softball: Cardinals stomp Eagles

Column: Will Hanlan be drafted?

BC softball fell in two games out of three
in a weekend series at Louisville.,.C2

Staff writer Chris Noyes analyzes where Olivier Hanlan will fall in the NBA Draft C 4

off the post with 16 minutes left. My
imagination tells me it was the magic
of those “towers on the Heights” that
pushed the ball a few inches wide of
finding the back of the net.
The recipe for disappointment was
all laid out: the early lead—however
lucky it was—looked like it would slip
away under a dominant opponent, but
the Eagles prevailed heroically, and
BC was spared one heartbreak.

December sth, 2014: Men’s Basketball vs. Providence
Because the game was in December, well before the grueling two-plus
months of the ACC schedule, few
remember the Eagles’ win over the
Friars. Sitting in press row next to my
partner in crime, Alec Greaney, I took
in the atmosphere ofConte Forum
during a regular season game for the
first time. It was electric, or rather,

See Small Victories, C

TU/TD
Roundup

C2
C
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Jack Stedman

then to the ultimate realization of
mediocrity in January accompanied by
winter and all its hellish fury, the year
has been a whirlwind.
For all the rage of the storm and
how it battered Chestnut Hill, Mass,
that I wrote about, I still experienced
some of the forgotten fruits of BC’s labor—the smallest apples that fell from
the tree but got lost amid the failures
of this year’s harvest.
Everyone remembers the football
team rallying around the red bandanas on a rainy September night
to upset USC, but there are smaller
wins that should be equally as harped
upon. These tiny moments, long
since dropped from memory, provide
meaning in an otherwise bleak world.
Without them, why not just cancel
everything if it all ends up coming to
nothing?
The letdown (I’m quickly running
out ofsynonyms for disappointment)
is an overwhelming feeling. Every loss

2
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the hidden positives within a big negative

From Small Victories, Cl

as electric as Conte Forum can

get.

Providence brought a big
fan base in the upper bleacher
seats, but the BC fans brought
a presence of their own rivalled

BEANS, CREAMS & DREAMS
Who would’ve thought that BC
baseball would be the only team
to bring home a Beanpot title
this year? Joe Cronin’s shot over
the Monster sealed the deal for
Birdball’s 11th Beanpot title.
-

only by the crowd at the home
game versus Virginia.
Before the lethargy set in for
the season, fans were excited

Jim Christian and
Oliver Hanlan could do, even if

for what

some of them were only there

for the free T-shirts.

THE NATTY - Led by star skipper
Erika Reineke, the BC sailing
team won the New England
Inter-Collegiate Sailing Association women’s championship,
clinching a spot in the National
Championship.
KING ME

-

BC flamethrower

Mike King has been dealing
the past week. He pitched a
complete-game shutout against
Georgia Tech, then followed it
up with an eight-inning outing in which he only gave up
one run. The defending ACC
Pitcher of the Week has stepped
up in the absence of Jeff Burke,
slotting into the top of the rotation as BC’s ace.
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The duo didn’t disappoint.
Hanlan, who finished with 24
points, looked like he was going to score 50 points.
The freshness of an early
season game was evident, as
the whole team came out hard
and never let up, which they
are prone to do at the tail end
of the year.
Left in awe, it took me a
while for my brain to get back

on track and analyze what had

just unfolded in front of me,

which is the ultimate compliment for a sports team in a
business that needs entertaining games to draw in fans.
But because that was the
third home game of the season,
it has slipped out of sight and
out of mind, but it shouldn’t
have.
Providence was ranked at
times during the season, has
first round NBA talent in Kris
Dunn, and received a six seed
in the tournament after losing
in the Big East finals to Villanova. All of that means BC’s
win was no small feat.
And if they hadn’t followed
up that game with games
against Maine and Binghamton, that victory could have
given the Eagles some serious
momentum needed to swing
a bunch of early season losses
to wins and get them closer to
the NIT.

What these two games have
in common is that they represent incredibly big accomplishments that have been thrown
to the bottom of the pile of
heaping, stinking disappointment.

For those two games, the
Eagles provided a glimpse of a
resolute stance in the overwhelming face of ACC competition. And for that, the whole
of campus should keep those
at the forefront of its memory
box.
So sit back, take a trip down
memory lane, pick the positives
out of a large negative, and
enjoy yourself in the upcoming
summer months. That’s what
I’m doing, and what else would
sports be about if you couldn’t
do that?

Jack Stedman is the Assoc.
Sports Editor for The Heights.
He can be reached at sports@
bcheights.com.
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THUMBS
UOWN
ORANGE CRUSHED
crosse was

-

la-

BC

(and still is) the

best chance the Eagles have
for a national championship
this season, but the team was
knocked out of the first round
of the ACC Tournament by
local rival Syracuse. While title
hopes are still alive, the Eagles
will have to bounce back in a
big way.
STEPH EN A. IS A BAAAD MAN We
-

with, Stedidn’t like
A.,
but now we have even
phen
more reason to avoid First Take
every day. Frankly, it wasn’t
much of a surprise to hear you
cancelled your speaking appearance at BC just three days
before it was scheduled. We
hope your romantic weekend
with Skip Bayless is better than
speaking here.
you to start

ARTHUR BAIUN

By

Like Thumbs Up,
Thumbs Down?
Follow us
@HeightsSports
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BC softball struggled against Louisville on the road, dropping two of three.

in

SPORTS

Alex Stanley

Heights Staff

-

SHORT
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Softball sneaks away with one win at Louisville

C’MON, MAN Following the
Chicago Blackhawks’ series
victory against the Nashville
Predators, an ABC affiliate in
Chicago announced, “Blacks
win”. We’ll let Keyshawn Johnson take it from here.

ACC Atlantic Baseball Standings
Conference

Overall

Louisville

20-2

34-10

Florida State

16-8

33-13

Clemson

12-11

23-21

Team

/

Even though both teams ended with disappointingseasons, men’s basketball and soccer provided two of the biggest wins this year against talented Providence and Notre Dame teams.

Notre Dame

12-12

28-15

Wake Forest

11-13

25-20

NC State

10-12

22-18

Boston College

9-14

22-21

The Boston College softball team
took one game out of three in its latest away trip to Kentucky. The Eagles
had a three-game series against ACC
competition Louisville, and played
one game on Saturday followed by a
doubleheader on Sunday.
The first game was a close ordeal
for the Eagles, ending at 3-1 and a rare
loss for freshman ace Allyson Frei.
Frei pitched the entire game for
BC, pulling away from the Saturday
game with four hits and two earned
runs on her record.
The two earned runs came in the
bottom of the second inning. Cardinals’ center fielder Kayla Soles struck
a single that scored two runners,
putting Louisville ahead early in the
game. Louisville’s one unearned run
came from an error at first base. Whitney Arion bunted withKelsi Joneson

Numbers to Know

5
The number of goals scored by freshman sensation Kenzie Kent in an ACC
Tournament loss to Syracuse.

1.88
The earned run average ofBC righthander Mike King, who also has 41
strikeouts against 10 walks in 48
innings pitched.

1
The number of rims scored by BC baseball
in a three-game sweep at the hands of
North Carolina.

second base, and an off-target throw
let Arion stay safely at first and Jones
found home plate.
BC’s one run came from Megan
Cooley, who scored when Jessie
Daulton launched a double, which
sent the leadoffhitter home from secondbase. Cooley, Daulton, and Annie
Murphy were the only players to
record hits in this matchup. Frei continued pitching in the next two games,
and she only allowed one earned run
in the next 13 innings of play.
That one run came in the Eagles’
second loss and the first gameofSunday’s doubleheader. Pitcher Maryssa
Becker, who only allowed three hits
on the mound, also did much of the
offensive work for her Cardinals.
She hit in Jordan McNary in the
first inning for the only run of the first
game. The Eagles could not produce
a run, despiteFrei keeping Louisville’s
run tally from climbing past one.
Louisville clinched the first game on

Sunday 1-0.
In the second game, BC’s offense
finally managed to complement Frei’s
pitching, which allowed no runs during the Eagles’ 3-0 victory.
BC scored a solitary run in three
separate innings, much of which was
due to theclutch hitting of sophomore
thirdbaseman Tatiana Cortez. She did
not have a hand in the Eagles’ first run,
which was an unearned one by Taylor
Coroneos in the third inning.
Then, in the fourth, Cortez
brought Chloe Sharabba home from
first, after Cortez blasted a triple off
the right field fence.
An RBI single in the sixth inning
capped off Cortez’ hitting on the
night and BC’s scoring for the series.
Cortez scored Taylor Michalski, and
in doing so, claimed the Eagles’ only
win against Louisville.
Frei finished the series with a 1514record, and BC as a whole dropped
to 21-21, and 4-14 in ACC play. ¦

Quote of the Week

“To say that you’re
one of the best Northeastern teams, it just
reasserts our dominance.”
BC outfielder Logan
Hoggarth on the Eagles’
Beanpot victory.
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Teams should keep a keen eye out for Olivier Hanlan in the draft
“[l’m]

Noyes

as confident [in him] as I

can be in anyone in the country.” After

Boston College defeated Georgia Tech
in the first round of the ACC Tournament, coach Jim Christian lauded Olivier
Hanlan’s ability and the trust he had in
his superstar.
Hanlan’s confidence in his own
abilities appears to be equally as high.
Earlier this month, he declared for 2015
NBA Draft, despite no guarantees of a
selection. The choice wasn’t unanimously
approved by NBA Draft pundits, who
questioned his decision to leave without
that guarantee.
Though confident in his own abilities,
Hanlan will need to come to terms with
the fact that he isn’t a highly coveted
draft selection and needs to further hone
his craft.
Here are the key challenges Hanlan
will encounter in his transition to professional basketball, which are also central
to projecting his draft stock.

Challenge 1: Can Hanlan Transition
From Featured Scorer to Role Player?
In all likelihood, Hanlan won’t be
the focal point of his team’s offense in
the NBA. He doesn’t have the size or
athleticism to be a featured perimeter
scorer and will be unable to consistently
beat elite NBA defenders off the dribble.
While this isn’t necessarily something
that will doom his chances at success, it
means that he will have to adapt to being
an ancillary player, likely coming off the

bench.
The most difficult component of this
task will be operating without the ball
constantly in his hands.
After a season in Christian’s motionbased offense, Hanlan shouldn’t take
issue with that. He has shown the ability
to use screens to free himselffor catch
and shoot jumpers.
In the NBA, where such plays are
growing in popularity, Hanlan cannot
only get himself open but also has the
“ability to make shots with his feet set,” as
observed by Jonathan Givony of DraftExpress.com.
The ability to catch and shoot—setting your feet and squaring your shoulders towards the basket while running
around the screen at full speed—is
coveted among NBA general managers as
an essential skill for a perimeter player.
Hanlan has also shown promise as a
cutter off the ball, adept at reading his
defender’s positioning. The only lingering question regarding Hanlan’s off-ball
transition will be his effectiveness as a
spot-up shooter.
Due to the burden he assumed at BC,
virtually none of Hanlan’s buckets were
of the spot up variety—most came off
the bounce. As an NBA role player, he
will need to develop the ability to shoot
spot-up threes at a high percentage when
teammates bend defenses away from
him.
While shooting just over 35 percent
from downtown the last two seasons,
Hanlan possesses fluid shooting mechanics and a quick release. With the more
spacious NBA floor and without the

defensive attention given to a primary
option, Hanlan should acclimate to the

task, solidifying his NBA role player tool
kit.

Challenge 2: What Position Will
Hanlan Play in the NBA?
The most divisive issue regarding
Hanlan is projecting his NBA position.
According to ESPN draft expert Chad
Ford, “He’s an undersized shooting guard
without the elite athleticism that could
make up the difference.” Ford’s categorization isn’t entirely accurate. In his first
two seasons at BC under former head
coach Steve Donahue, Hanlan primarily played shooting guard, with assist to
turnover ratios of 1.03 and 1.20.
Under Christian, Hanlan made the
transition to the point, averaging a
career-high 4.2 assists per game and an
assist to turnover ratio of 1.59. Per Jacob
Stallard of NBAdmft.net, Hanlan proved
that he could “make a quick pass right
into the hands of an open big man, or
kick the ball outside to an open shooter.”
More importantly, he showed that
he could utilize his quickness to exploit
openings in the defense and find teammates amidst the resulting defensive
breakdowns.
While he must become more consistent in his passing, he shows good
natural ability that he should continue
to harness, especially given that he has
played just one full season at the point.
Ford’s analysis also depends on rigid
positional definitions, something that the
NBA appears to be moving awayfrom.
The league places a premium on shooting

and passing from all positions, de-emphasizing the need to have a single player
initiate the offense every play.
Particularly with bench players, being
a pure point guard isn’t as important.
Hanlan has the passing acumen to run
the pick and roll, the staple of the modern NBA offense. He also has the ability
to score on jumpers and in the paint,
finishing 68.1 percent of his shots at the
rim, per Synergy Sports Technology.
According to Matt Kamalsky ofDmftExpress.com, Hanlan is “a solid ball-handler
with a knack for changing speeds and
turning the corner.”
Ifhe can maintain patience off the
dribble, he will prop up bench units
with both his passing and scoring. On
the right team, one with several capable
passers, his lack of “pure” point guard
skills wouldn’t be a detriment. His ideal
role would be as a scoring combo guard
on a motion-heavy team, one that would
allow him to escape the burden of having
to create offense every time down the
floor.

Challenge 3: Can Hanlan Survive
Defensively in the NBA?
Perhaps the greatest challenge facing
Hanlan is his transition to playing NBA
defense. For Hanlan, the challenge is
largely technical. To compensate for
a slight frame that sometimes leaves
him vulnerable to being screened or
posted up, Hanlan will need to improve
his defensive technique. Stallard was
particularly blunt, saying that Hanlan is a
“fundamentally poor perimeter defender,
doesn’t always fight through screens and

his defensive intensity drops when he’s
guarding off the ball.”
His defense definitely improved under
Christian, as he stayed mentally engaged
and kept a defensive stance much more
than in prior years. He still needs to improve on his team defense, particularly in
helping down in the paint before recovering out to a shooter. Hanlan would do
well to see how Steph Curry has become
a functional NBA defender without elite
athleticism and a slight frame, compensating with intelligence and quickness.
In the NBA, freed from his hefty
offensive burden, Hanlan should have
more time and energy to devote to the
less glamorous side of the ball. He needs
to hope that NBA teams view his situation this way and don’t dismiss him as a
player who will not improve. Otherwise,
coupled with his positional ambiguity, he
could fall out of the draft altogether.

Projection: Mid-to-Late Second
Round (45-60): Hanlan has all the tools
to compete for an NBA roster spot and
is deserving of a late selection. His age,
22 on draft night, works against him, as
he doesn’t have the alluring potential of
a 19-year-old. On the other hand, his
proven abilities should hold the attention
of teams, with the promise of a mature
player who will work hard and fit into a
system. While going undrafted wouldn’t
be a shock, expect Hanlan’s name to be
called in New York this June.

Chris Noyes is a staff columnist Sports
Editor for The Heights. lie can be
reached at sports@bcheights.com.

DREW HOO

Olivier Hanlan proved to be a pesky opponent for ACC teams throughout the year. The All-ACC First Team guard excelled at all facets of the game—passing, shooting, defense—and

ROUND UP
TENNIS

Men’s tennis ended its run in
the ACC Championships with a
4-0 loss to North Carolina. After
first losingits doubles point, the
team lost three singles matches,
allowing UNC to sweep.
Two matches went unfinished, includingPhilip
Nelson’s, who played his last match againstBrayden
Schnur, leaving it at 6-4, 5-3 before it was called.
Matt Wagner was in a similar situation, serving at
30-30 in his second set at 5-4 after losing the first
6-1. Beforehe could get the serve off, UNC won its
fourth point to end the Eagles’ season at 8-18.
The women had better luck against Virginia
Tech but still fell 4-3. While Boston College lost
the doubles point, it won three singles matches,
each also going three rounds. Jessica Wacnik
smoked Ilinca Stoica 6-3, 6-2 for an Eagles point
and Lexi Borr defeatedFrancesca Fusinato 7-5,61 for another. The third point came from Wan-Yi
Sweeting, who came out victorious over Katherine
Butler 6-3,7-5.
Virginia Tech could not squeeze out another
point to give BC its loss. The women finished out
their season with a 13-12 record.

BY KEATON MCAULIFFE

GOLF

BC Rowing travelled
down
to
Rhode Island

The Ea¦gles took to
.the green

L in

North
Carolina for
their ACC Championship
tournament in a weekend
series.
They finished 12th overall
at +49, scoring 303 in Round
1, 311 in Round 2, and 299
in Round 3 for a grand total
of 913.
Freshman Patrick Hallisey
led the team, with 34 pars,
two consecutive birdies, and
an even par on the last day of
the tournament.
Jon Jackopsic led the Eagles in birdies, gathering a
total of eight over the weekend. Overall, BC racked up
145 pars, and 28 birdies during the three rounds of the

championship.

to compete

against the
University of Rhode Island
and Boston University, and
displayed strong performances against both teams.
The top varsity boat finished second after URI and
ahead of BU, coming in at a
time of 7:09.33, just behind
URl's 7:05.82.
The Varsity Four pulled
out a victory two seconds
ahead of BU and seven ahead
of Rhode Island, and the
second Varsity Four pulled

ahead of both teams for
the win.
The third Varsity Eight

HEIGHTS EDITOR

team compet-

ed in the Morris Trophy, the
Boston Dinghy Cup, and the
NEISA Women’s Championship this week.
The team placed third
overall in the Morris Trophy,
racking up a total of only 98
points and placed 10th in
the Cup with a point total
of 246.
The women swept their
Championship, with a regatta low of 161 points to
seal them the top spot. Erika
Reineke and Beth Barnard
won the A Division of this

out

regatta.

won its heat as well, giving
BC its three event wins.

With this conference victhe women sailors are
headed to the national championship at the end of May.

tional, racking up a number of team and individual
victories. Highlight performances came
from powerhouse Liv Westphal, who took
third place in the 3,000-meter race at Penn
and Madie Davidson who ran BC’s fifth-best
all-time 5k to place her in second.
The Eagles could not take even more top
spots at Stonehill with victories from Kathy
O’Keefe in the 1,500-meter, Danna Levin in
steeplechase, Julia Barron in the 400-meter
hurdles, and Claudia DiSomma in the 800.
The women also were close to sweeping
two events, with Megan Ritchie, Margaret
Mullins, and Madeline Adams taking first,
second, and third in the 5,000-meter and
BC sealing the first, second, fourth, sixth,
and seventh places in the 800-meter. Carly

Daniel also continued her strong streak with
a personal best of 56.44 in the 400 to give
her the second place spot.

Specialize in Freehand Design Gel
and Pink&White Acrylic Nails.
Professional Nail Care For Ladies And Gentlemen.

Manicure

and pedicure

Open 7 Days a Week
Monday-Friday 9:3OAM-7:OOPM
Saturday 9:3OAM-6:OOPM
Sunday 10:00-6:00PM
616A Hammond St, Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

(617) 566-2525
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Women’s track had a
busy weekend, competing
in both the Penn Relays
and the Stonehill Invita-

The vaunt-

Chestnut Hill Nails
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ed BC sailing

tory,
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should be rewarded with a trip to the show.
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BC couldn’t compete, scoring only one run against UNC
From Baseball, Cl
in baseball, and King’s bases-

loaded walk was no exception.
After the second inning walk,
King only allowed three more
hits, spreading them out to one
apiece in the fifth, sixth, and
eighth innings, but that one slip
up was all UNC would need.
“It was a tough one for us.”
King said of the team’s performance. “I battled, I tried. The
defense really helped me out.
We just had a tough one at the
plate.”
On most days, King’s strong
effort would result in a BC vichowever, didn’t
tory —Warmoth,
let that happen. Warmoth dominated the first eight innings, allowing only two hits.
The ninth inning was dicey for
Warmoth and the Tar Heels, as a
Blake Butera single sandwiched
in between two walks gave the
Eagles life, if only for a moment.
Donovan Casey almost notched
a game-tying single, but was
robbed by Tar Heel first baseman Joe Dudek, cementing the
UNC win as well as the shutout
for Warmoth.
In a weekend without many
positives for BC, Saturday at least
saw the Eagles score a run.

This run, however, was the
team’s lone run of the series and
was not nearly enough to earn a
victory. Another stellar Tar Heel
start by JB Bukauskas (4-1) set

the tone for UNC, as the righthander threw seven scoreless innings of three-hit baseball, while
striking out eight.
The game remained scoreless through four innings, until
BC starter John Gorman finally
cracked a bit in thefifth, allowing
Dudek to score Landon Lassiter
on a single to center field. The Tar
Heels pushed across another run
off Gorman, and broke the game
open with three more as Geoffrey
Murphy and Nick Poore tookthe
mound. The Eagles’ lone run of
the series came in the top of the
eighth, down 5-0, as third baseman Jake Palomaki scored.
This run, however, was scored
on a throwing error, meaning that
Tar Heel pitching did not allow
one earned run throughout the
entire three-game weekend series. In the bottom of the eighth,
UNC tacked on an insurance run,
and took game two, 6-1.
Game three was an all-around
sloppy affair for the Eagles. Perhaps it was the light drizzle falling
in Chapel Hill that contributed
to the team’s defensive woes, but
regardless, the Eagles committed
too many errors to remain competitive with a team like North
Carolina.
BC’s four-error afternoon tied
its worst defensive performance
of the year, when the team also
lost to Nebraska-Omaha.
Eagles’ starter Jesse Adams
fell to 2-3 on the season, as his
five-inning effort saw six runs

PHOTO COURTESY OF KATIE WILLIAMS / THE DAILY TAR HEEL

The Tar Heels’ pitching staff stymied the Eagles throughout the series, holdingthem to one unearned run scored by Jake Palomaki on a bases loaded walk.
(three earned) light up the scoreboard thanks in large part to the
team’s defensive struggles as well
as a two-run homer from Korey
Dunbar. With the way the Eagles’
bats had performed the prior
two games, being down 5-0 after
three innings was nothing short
of a death sentence.
In what has to feel like deja

vu at this point, UNC’s starter

turned in a dazzling performance,
silencing the Eagles.

This time, the dominant start
came as no surprise. UNC senior Benton Moss has been the
Tar Heels’ ace all season long,
sitting at an unblemished 5-0
record coming into the afternoon
matchup. Moss’s strong fastball
and sharp curve mowed down
Eagles bats all afternoon, as the
tall right-hander allowed only
two hits in eight innings of work
and cruised to his sixth win of
the year.
As the Eagles’ weekend in

North Carolina

came to a close,

to a losing streak that will define

the team had to be happy to get
awayfrom Chapel Hill and pitchers like Moss.
The team fell to 0-14 alltime at Boshamer Stadium, so
there should be some comfort
in knowing that it won’t be back
for a while. Streaks are bound to
happen throughout the course
of a baseball season, so it isn’t
shocking to see a team win five
straight and immediately drop
three. It’s how the Eagles respond

the team’s season.
Sophomore relief pitcher Justin Dunn echoed this statement
after the game on Sunday.
“This whole weekend as a
whole was a rough one,” Dunn
said. “I mean, it’s baseball, you’re
going to fail. You’re not always
going to have the best weekend.
As long as we rebound for this
and keep fighting like we were
against Georgia Tech and the
weekends prior, we’ll be fine.” ¦

PHOTO COURTESY OF KATIE WILLIAMS / THE DAILY TAR HEEL

The Tar Heels’ offense couldn’t solve Mike King, who held them to one run in Friday’s game, a 1-0 BC loss. But No. 23-ranked UNC solved Jesse Adams and John Gorman, scoring six runs in each of Saturday’s and Sunday’s games.

The Orange upset BC with an overtime goal by Kayla Treanor
From Lacrosse, Cl
in BC’s zone-based defense.
Time and again, the Orange
drove, passed, and cut right in
front of BC goalie Zoe Ochoa,
rarely missing when the opportunities presented themselves.
Ochoa made four saves on the
day, but was hard-pressed to
keep the Orange out of the net
without any defensive help.
Another problem for the
Eagles was their draw control
deficit. BC’s offense is predicated
on long stretches of possession, often coming off the draw,
and when the Eagles could not
consistently win draws, their offense sputtered and their defense

struggled.
This is perhaps where BC
missed Rix the most, since she
can usually utilize her tall frame
and long arms to snag contested
balls out of the air. While Syracuse only outgainedBC 17-14 on
the draw, the Eagles never really
got their offense into a rhythm

because they never had control
for more than a few minutes at
a time.
The end of Buried comes with
Paul Conroy on the phone with
a member of the U.S. State Department, which has been trying
to locate Conroy. The department

has

gotten

information on

Conroy’s possible location, and
as the two sides talk, the State
Department tells Conroy it is
approaching to dig him out.
With the game tied at 13-all,
the Eagles had possession with
less than two minutes to go in the
game. BC went to its usual “runthe-clock-down-then-let-ourstars-do-their-thing" offense.
Mannelly played the point,
and with six seconds to go, BC
got a good shot off, thinking it

might finally be rescued. Richardson stopped the shot and the
game went to overtime.
In each of the first two overtimes, BC gained possession
off the draw and did the same
thing—ran the clock down and

looked for a last shot. Each time,
the Eagles had at least one good
look but couldn’t find the back
of the net.
Paul Conroy hears digging
through the phone. The State
Department representative tells
him that workers are going to get
him out and save him. Conroy realizes, however, that he can’t hear
anyone digging above him.
As he runs out of air and the
coffin goes underground, the
State Department realizes it has
found another American who
had been captured months earlier and hadn’t been saved either,
leaving no doubt in Conroy’s
fate.
Just over one minute into
sudden death overtime, Kayla
Treanor wrapped around the
net and put the ball between
Ochoa’s legs, leaving no doubt
for the Eagles’ fate. BC dropped
its sticks in disbelief, as it was
the Orange who formed mob
around Treanor and celebrated
their victory. ¦
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The Eagles sorely missed the scoring ability of Mikaela Rix, who has been out all this month with a head injury.

